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Xlr. If. A. Blakeborough Covers tn De­
tail Various Phases Of Municipal 
Services
To JHis Worship the Mayor and Alder- 
l’ I liitien of the City of Kelowna. 
fSetitlemcn:—■
'|(i beg to subm it'my annual report 
covering the work of the department 
(sr the past year, and a few suggest 
idna for the consideration of the Coun­
cil for the present year’s operations 
and Pow:cr Department 
is  very pleasing to lie able to re- 
ipf^t 'sueh a success for this department 
il̂ ndcir. the new system of purchasing 
'tliC' poWerrfr^^ the W est' Kootenay 
Pern After a full year's
ioperadpiis^ the low rates at pre- 
iont in force, the was able
,,|tp shbw a surplus over all costs of $5,-
: The total revenue for light was $29,- 
500 as against $38,886 for 1922, show- 
isg a reduction of $9,375. Considering 
the increased load due to additions to 
ithe service, and the greater quantity, 
nsed on the cheaper rates, a saving of 
Pt least $10,000 was effected during 
1923 to the userst of light in the city as 
Compared with the'rates paid when the 
City; operated their own plant, , ,
A very gratif}dng feature of the con­
struction wprk of 1922 was the great' 
reduction made in  transmission; losses, 
in 1922 these, losses averaged 40% of 
the total power.generated; in 1923 the 
iosses were reduced to 13.8%, a figure 
which shows a very high efficiency for 
a  long trahsmission. such as we have in 
.'Kelowna.' Had the, loss of 40%; which 
existed in 1922 not been rectified,'the 
'department (this year instead of show­
ing a surplus of $5,322 Would ' have 
shown a loss of approximately '$750. In 
■ ©ther wordSj: the .increased revenue due 
.to the reduction of line losses will pay 
the entire cost, of the reconstructidn in 
less than three, years, 
ir We have only one section on the line 
at the present time that cannot be con­
sidered as efficient; the line on Pen- 
doziv Street from, Lake. .Drive ,tp the 
city limits is in poor shape, several 
poles on this line ̂ broke off during the 
past yeajr and had to be replaced; the 
transformer arrangement is, very poor 
and copper tod light to carry the .'pre­
sent load.: Figures will be submitted 
a\t a later date covering the cost of re- 
cdnstructing this line. '
At the present time the regular staff 
are employed in removing the machin­
ery we have, for sale from the power 
plant, and wiring in the 250 K.W. unit 
that is to  be used for emergency use. 
Some, repair work and general over­
hauling will have to be done to some 
portions of the machinery before it is 
possible to offer it for sale and gfuar-, 
antec it to be in good running condi­
tion. Outside of the line on Pendozi 
Street, very , little construction work 
will be required this year, and just as 
soon as this is completed it will be 
possible to make a reduction in the 
permanent staff. \  ^
The total output of the plant am­
ounted to 792,IW K.W.H., distributed 
: as follows:—
K.W.H.
Lighting ................ -....... . 405,800
Power ________ •—....... 139,100
Water Pumps .......    178,760
Sewer Pumps ........... 1......... 32,310
Street L ighting........... . 36,130
Seventy-seven Wiring Permits were 
issued during the year as follows:— 
27 for new light connections; II for 
new motors totalling 65 H.P.; 2 for 
electric ranges; 37 foi; alterations or 
additions.
Waterworks
While the showing made by the 
waterworks cannot be compared with 
tliat made by the-Light & Power De­
partment, the department is not alto­
gether running at the toss as shown by 
tlie' financial statement of $4,898.
In the first place, the department 
receives no credit for street watering 
and for fire protection. It Is hardly 
fair to ask this department to supply 
stand pipes, valves and the water , for 
tlic streets for nothing, or to buy hyd­
rants, valves, pipes, etc., and to main­
tain hydrants by painting, repairs and 
inspections, and to have the same 
charged to waterworks costs. The wat­
ering of streets and the cost of provid­
ing hydrants, etc., have no connection 
with'the actual workings of a water­
works system.
Another matter is the recent reduc­
tions made by,the Fire Underwriters'
Mr. F. R. B. DeHart Devises Handy 
dqrton For Sale Of Ajpples 
At Retail
HoW ipbics should bte packed to 
command the readiest sale has been the 
subject; of mtich fliscussion in the Ok­
anagan, arid the opinion is pretty wide­
ly held that fancy packs have been 
thrdst on the wrong markets, prairie 
farmers,: for instance, who want. quan- 
tity in preference to extra quality, be­
ing offered'E^tra Fancy grade when 
crates of orchard run fruit would 
%cct theix:, requirements. At the same 
time, no reasonable person woiild ad­
vocate the entire, elimination Of fancy 
packs, as tlKcrc is undoubtedly a con­
siderable demand, in the la tte r cities 
dnd towns for apples of the best quali­
ty, The form in yyhich applqisi should 
be put up, to ' meet this dernand has 
been a knotty problem to solve. Aaron 
Sapirb Strongly advocates meeting the 
convenience of customers in the size 
and style of package as well as in the 
quality of fruit, and his advice is sound, 
because there is all the-difference in 
activity of demand' for, i(ruit between 
the forcing of a clumsy box of unwant­
ed size upon a -rCluclant customer and 
the marketing of it in handy, attrac­
tive and portable form.
Amongst those who have wrestled 
with the problem is Mr.' F. R. E. De-̂  
Hart, of Kelowna, and he has e-x̂ olvc'! 
what looks like a very feasible meth­
od of marketing the Extra Fancy 
grade of apples. His package is in 
the form of a carton made out of
stout cardboard,- pierced at intervals 
With ventilation holes one inch in dia­
meter. The cartons are made in iwo 
sizes, to accommodate 2J^ and 3-inch 
apples' respectively, and each carton 
holds eight apples. The cartons in turn 
are'packed fourteen in a box of exact-; 
ly the same style^f construcrion^s aii 
'ordinary apple box but slightly larger 
in \size, the dimensions of :a box for 
fourteen cartons of 2?4"hich apples be­
ing 20x11 J4xllj4, and for 3.inch app­
les being 19J4xl3J4xl2J4. The large 
holes in the cartons provide thptough 
ventilation through the container from 
top to bottom. Single oil wfap paper 
is used for wrapping the fruit, and a 
piece of corrugated strawboard pierced 
with holes similariy to the cartons is 
placed at the bottom and top ̂  of the 
container as a further protection ag­
ainst bruising.
Mr. DeHart has given this method 
of pack a severe test under conditions 
that would not ordinarily be ^ p e r-  
ienced. D’Anjou pears picked at Bank- 
head on Sept. 22nd were placed in cold 
storage in Casorso Bros.’ warehouse 
for seventy days at a temperature of 
from 36 to 38 degrees, and were then 
taken to Mr. DeHart’s cellar for re­
packing as a part of a shipment to be 
made to the British Empire Exhibi­
tion, to be held at Wembley Park, 
near London. A few of the pears were 
left over from the exhibition lot, and 
as a test Mr. DeHart wrapped them 
with oil 'wrap and placed them in the 
perforated cartons, in which they re­
mained for fifty-eight days. The tein- 
perature in the cellar was . not at all 
favourable to keeping fruit, as there 
were three radiators in oiJeration 
which maintained it at between 40 and 
60 degrees, yet, when the pears were 
examined at the end of the period, 
only two out of ninety-six showed any 
signs of decay, the remainder being 
as perfect as the day they were picked. 
Several vaVieties of apples were also 
put ’ through the same test, but the 
result in the case of the pears was 
much more signiheant, owing to the 
perishable nature of the fruit.
Feeling assured that his experiments 
have been successful, Mr. DeHart is 
sending a demonstration package to 
Mr. G. E. McIntosh, Fruit Commiss­
ioner, Ottawa, for his inspection, with 
a view to obtaining authority for the 
use of such a style of p.ack, should 
permission be required.
While the good keeping qualities of 
the carton style of pack are of great 
value,'its outstanding advantage is its 
attractive and portable, form, permit­
ting the retailer to sell the fruit with­
out touching it with his hands, a sani­
tary point that adds to the desirability 
of the package from the point of view 
of the customer. The city buyer will 
be placed in the position of buying the 
very best fruit in small quantities as he 
requires it, instead of being forced to 
take a large box in which probably a 
number of the apples arc bruised by 
the manner of packing.
As to the financial returns to be de­
rived from the use of the carton sys­
tem of packing, Mr. DeHart is very 
sanguine. While it remains to be as­
certained by actual sale what consum- 
krs will pay, he quotes the prices fet­
ched in the citica by really first-class 
fruit, and he feels that the cartons of 
eight apples should Icll readily at a 
retail price of 40 cents each. At four­
teen cartons to, the box. a container 
would therefore bring $5.60 and, all- 
owincr for retailer’s orofit. wholcs.alcr’.s
QUERIES TQ T h e  e x c h a n g e  
TO BE IN W RITING
pifTcctoro Will Reply On Mattera O: 
Oioneral Interest Through The 
Medium Of The Presa
ANNUAL 
MEETING
0 F L 0 .D .E .
The Directors of the Kelowna Gro­
wers’ Exchange, in the interests of the 
grower contract holders and iii order 
to save the time of the office staff an­
swering the telephone and personal en­
quiries, ask all contract holders to be 
good enough to send all their cn<|uir- 
ics into the office in writirig as briefly
Reports Show That Much Valuable 
Work Was Accomplished, During 
The Past Y4far
as; possible.
(Questions of general interest re­
ceived by the Kelowna Growers’, Ex-_I!_f _
The annual meeting of the Ĵ ack Me 
Millan Chapter of the Impfcnal Order 
of the Daughters of the ELmpirc wasV A' AS • ̂ eAMfiQ S# VA » w v v
held on Tuesday afternoon at the rcsi 
dcnce of Mr. J. W. Jones. The Re
change' will be replied to each week in 
Icthe local press: the enquirer’s name 
wid not be published but just que^ 
tions and answers will be given.
Should contract holders sec fit to 
meet the wishes of their; Directors in 
this respect, considerable time and ex­
pense will be saved in the office, and 
growers as a whole will get the bene­
fit of all, the information asked for in 
the local press and so save themselves 
time and no dpubt anxiety.
gent, Mrs.^W. Lloj^d-jones. presided
DOCKERS’ s t r i k e  LOOMS
UP ON SATURDAY
LONDON, Feb. 14.—Hopes _ of a 
settlement of the dockers’  ̂ dispute 
have not been realized, and it is feared 
that the negotiations may break down. 
A strike on Saturday is regarded as a 
real; possibility.
CHOIR GIVES
Varied And Interesting Programme 
Includes. Glees, Solos And A 
Musical Sketch
Last Thursday evening a very inter­
esting concert was given in the Parish 
Hall by the members of thie choir of 
St. Michael iand All Angels. A small 
Stage had been erected and the room 
was well filled with a very apprecia­
tive audience. . ■
/Although many of the members were 
suffering from colds, the choir, render­
ed in excellent style numerous glees, 
which included such old favourites as 
“Hail, Smiling Morn’’ (Spofforth) and 
“Pretty Village Maiden’’ (Gounod). A- 
dam’s “Comrades in Arms,’’ male quar­
tette* and Pirisuti’s quartette, “Good­
night Beloved’’ were also included in 
the selections given, the latter being 
sung by Mesdames Stirling and Sed- 
don and Messrs.. P. Dunn and Poole. 
The Rev. C .E. Davis had his choir 
boys before the public for the fir.it 
time. They surprised many who had 
not heard them before by the sweet­
ness of their tone knd expression and 
they gave a very pleasing rendering ;bf 
Stevenson’s glee “See our Oars with 
Feathered Spray,’’ for which they were 
deservedly encored. It was made quite 
apparent , that they will be a welcome 
addition to the church choir.
The following iteriis completed the 
first portion of the programme: Song, 
“Still as the Night,’’ Mrs. Stirling. 
Song, “Give Me the Open Road,’’ Mr." 
Poole. Song, “Happy Summer Song,’’ 
Mrs. Pentecost. Song, “Angels Guard 
Thee,’’ Mrs. Neill, with violin obligato 
by Mrs. Hewetson. Song, “Mountain 
Lovers,” Mr. P. Dunn. Song, “My Ca­
ravan,” Mr. Martin. Irish song, “Are 
Ye Right There?” Rev. C. E. Davis.
During the interval the Ven. Arch­
deacon Greene, on behalf of the choir, 
thanked the audience for their kind 
support of the choir fund, and the se­
cond part of the programme was then 
proceeded with. This consisted of 
George Grossmith’s musical sketch 
“Cups and SaucerS.” This simple and 
most amusing little piece was done full 
justice to, the audience displaying its 
appreciation very heartily. Mrs. Bar- 
neby played the part of Nankeen Wor­
cester, a merry widow, to perfection, 
while Major Reed as a general dealer 
kept the audience highly amused at 
his efforts to get out of a difficult sit­
uation. The miisic of this little piece 
is pretty throughout and it was well 
rendered, especially the final duet 
where after 1‘brcaking china” they made 
“China in Japan.”
and Mrs. C. J. Packham acted as sc 
cretary. There was a very good at 
tendance of members and a number of 
visitors were present.
After the minutes of the previous 
mccring had been read and adopted 
reports were ha*i6cd in by the Secre­
tary, the Treasurer, 'the Educational 
Secretary and the Relief Committe.e. 
They 'showed that a lai‘ge nutnber of 
rhatters had been attended to and that 
the > financial standing of the organiza 
tion is good. The report of the Secre­
tary mentioned, inter alia, that the 
Chapter now has forty-three members, 
and that during the past iyear seven 
members had moved from Kelowna to 
other places of residence and three 
new members had joined. Ten gener­
al and four executive meetings Were 
held.
The Secretary’s report went on to 
show that during the past year eigh­
teen war memoriar pictures had been 
presented to the Kelowna Public 
School, that the members of the Chap­
ter had taken part in the Memorial 
Day ceremonies, including the decora­
tion of the graves of returned soldiers, 
and that the Anniversary Bazaar, held 
on Nov. 11th, had been a financial suc­
cess, the sum of $243.05 haying been 
realize/1.
Other activities mentioned in'the re­
port •were: the Shamrock Tea given on 
March 17th; the reception given the 
teachers and delegates to the Okana­
gan Teachers’ Convention in October 
and the catering dope for several dan­
ces. That the Chapter is also concern­
ed with charitable work of a practical 
nature was disclosed by reference to 
the fact that, besides assisting in much 
relief work done in the city and dis­
trict, financial help had also been sent 
to sufferers at other points and a con­
tribution had been made towards the 
salary of the Public Health Nurse. The 
report further showed that the Educa­
tional Secretary and a special commit­
tee had made a point of paying regular 
visits to the Public Schools, also that 
hospital work had not been neglected, 
two members volunteering their ser­
vices each month ,and that a contribu­
tion of over $100 had been made to­
wards the furnishing of the new Nur­
ses’ Home, which sum was sufficient 
to completely furnish one room.
After the reading of the various re­
ports, the election of officers fOr the 
coining year was proceeded with and 
resulted as follows: Regent, Mrs. A. 
H. DeMara; 1st Vice-President, Mrs. 
W. Lloyd-Jones; 2nd Vice-President, 
Mrs. J. C. Richards; Secretary, Mrs. 
C. J. Packham; Educational Secretary, 
Mrs. T. Treadgold; Echoes Secretary, 
Mrs. J. W. Jones; Treasurer, Mrs. C. 
Dick; Standard Bearer, Mrs. S. Gray; 
Councillors, Mesdames S. M. Simpson, 
A. C. Poole, W. V. Witt, J. H. Tren- 
with and T- P*tt; Honorary Member, 
!!drs. D. McMillan.
After business had been attended to, 
Miss Lee sang twice by special request. 
Flowers were presented tp the retiring 
legent, Mrs. W. Lloyd-Jones, on be­
half of the members of the Chapter, by 
Mrs. T. Treadgold, the Educational 
Secretary, who in a few well-chosen 
words expressed the appreciation of all 
of the services rendered by that lady 
)oth to the Chapter and to the entire 
organization.
CENTRAL VEGETABLE
BOARD IS FORMED
Nc'w Organization Will Function'As 
Advisory Body To Con'imodity 
Associations
SUCCESSFUL 
CHORAL EN­
TERTAINMENT
A meeting of delegates from the vc 
gctublc marketing organizations o 
Vernon, Armstrong, Kamloops am 
Kelowna was , held in Vernon las
Thursday afternoon,, when a Centra 
,blc
Appreciativo AudUienco Is Presented 
Novd And Interesting Programme 
. By Local Society
Vegeta e Board was formed, which, 
it is understood, will function as an 
advisory board to the various commod­
ity organizations connected with the 
Associated Growers of B. C. Mr. H 
B. D. Lysons, of Kelowna, Capt. J. T 
Mutric^ of Vernon, and Mr. F. A 
Lewis were elected respectively Presi­
dent,Vice-President and Secretary of 
the new body, which \vill deal with 
matters connected with the vegetable 
growing industry only. ' -
- A t  the meeting a great number of 
matters were discussed at gteat length, 
several of which will be brought to the 
immediate notice of the new Managing 
Board of the Associated Growers.
Later oh, ' nn the evening of the 
same day, th6 delegates met the Fruit 
and Vegetable Markets Commissioner, 
Mr. J. A. Grant, and put before him 
several matters connected with the 
working of the Root Vegetables Act 
and it is hoped that a better under-
The-concert given, last Monday ev­
ening in the Empress Theatre by the 
Kelowna Choral Society was an event 
long looked forward to by all lovers
of music and it is gratifying to c y f y - i ----  -
body that this' aggregation of local ^Coast. 
talent was greeted by a large audience, 
as no pains' had been spared to make 
the entertainment in keeping with the 
city’s reputation ‘as a musical' centre.'
The programme was divided into 
two portions, .the first consisting of 
“Fox News,” some of the items of 
which were of a highly .diverting nat­
ure, and the thrilling screen drama,
INCREASEIN 
ES'HNATESOF 
SCHOOL BOARD
Figures Submitted To ; City Council 
Forecast Larger Expenditure 
Than In 1923
All the ihcmbolTs of the Gouhcilwcrc 
pr.^sertt at the rtJgulai* fortnightly meet­
ing on Monday night with the excep­
tion of Aid. Adams, 'who is at the
traordinary adventures of a_ young A 
mcrican engineer in China, who. 
through the strange likeness between 
himself
■“ expressing the. hope that the praetjee 
of metering water services would not 
be discontinued. H e. termed the old
dergate,” gbt mixed up in intrigues and 
placed in precarious positions such, as 
sianoing oi are only to be found in the Orient, It
meeting was also^ attended by P . an extremely absorbing  ̂ drama,
entatives of Jhe Central^ Board___ he acting was excellent, all the
roles being well personated, and gave
standing of the Act will result. This 
 “
Lli iflUKII ilic ClletMliiV IllVWil̂ OO VlaV.LIIIWlllIVVI* AJtC , IVI lllwU l»U* V \
 and thc^ heir to a method. of unmetered water connec
high rank and orthe old school Thun^  ̂ tions as “moat wasteful and unfair,, for
the man who did not waste water apd
Cili uo V#* V.. ----- -- - -
Aissociated Gfowers and by those ot 
some of the independent firms
OF
Few Changes In Personnel--Pre8ident 
Howe Re-Elected-^General Mana- • 
get To Be Appointed
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES <
STILL GOING OUT
Shipping Department Of Kelowna 
Growers’ Exchange Dispatches 
A Number Of Cars
GAVE HIS LIFE TRYING
TO SAVE HIS CHUM
VANCOUVER, Feb. 14.—Arthur 
Willis, aged 21, gave his life in a futile 
attempt to save his chum, David H. 
Spencer, from destruction on the icy 
slopes of Grouse Mountain on Sunday 
afternoon as a blizzard sang a dirge 
among the snowclad peaks and the 
gathering mists wove a shroud about 
the deep ravine where the two young 
men died. Such jg, the opinion of those 
who fought their way to the higher 
altitudes of the stern and rugged slopes 
of the mountain, more popularly 
known as “The Sleeping Beauty,” and 
found the broken body of young Willis. 
In the darker recesses of a canyon-like 
gully 350 feet below, the searchers 
found the lifeless body of young Spen­
cer on Tuesday.
(Continued on Page 6)
i g p , les e  
profit, the extra cost of packing in 
this form besides the usual charges.
Mr. DeHart is convinced that growers 
would get a far higher price and a 
much livelier demand for the Extra 
Fancy grade than under the present 
system of packing in the ordinary 
apple box.
If the form of pack is approved by 
the Dominion authorities, it is lo be 
hoped that a practical trial can be 
made this year of this method of mar­
keting, so as to ascertain what future 
lies in the Extra Fancy grade for the 
growers of British Columbia.
Favoured by continued mild weath- 
'ter, the shipping department of the Ke­
lowna Growers’ Exchange is very ac­
tive these days. During the two weeks 
from the 21st of January to the 2nd of 
February, twenty-three cars of vegeta­
bles were shippedjF They included: to 
Vancouver, three Cbrs of crated New­
town, one of mixed winter varieties, 
one made up partly of mixed crates 
and partly of wrapped Stayman, and 
one of straight onions; to Calgary, two 
of wrapped Newtown, two of mixed 
vegetables, including potatoes, onions, 
beets and carrots, and one of mixed ap­
ples, partly boxed and partly crated; 
to Winnipeg, one of wrapped Wag­
ners and one of Spy and Ontario; to 
OMcdicinc Hat, two of boxed, mixed 
varieties! to Kerrobert, Sask., one of 
mixed, wrapped, qpples; to Victoria, 
one of crated Newtown; to Melville, 
Sask., one of mixed, wrapped, apples; 
a similar shipment to Saskatoon; 
ilar shipments to Yorktown and Por­
tage La Prairie; one car made up of 
mixed, wrapped apples and one hun­
dred sacks of onions to Swift Cur­
rent; and a straight car of onions sent 
to Edmonton.
The shipments from 4th to 9th Feb­
ruary, inclusive, totalled sixteen cars, 
made up as follows: to Regina, one of 
onions and one of mixed, wrapped, 
winter apples; to Vancouver, one car 
of wrapped Wagencr and one car of 
wrapped Rome Beauty; to Winnipeg, 
one of Jonathan, one of Grimes Gold­
en and one of Wagoner, all wrapped; 
to Edmonton, two of onions and one 
of mixed winter apples; to Yogkton, 
Sask.. one of mixed apples, partly’vvra- 
pped and partly crated; to Calgary, 
one of onions; to Prince Rupert, one of
The new Board oi Directors of the 
Associated Growers of British -Colum­
bia met at Vernon on Thursday J ^ t  
and continued their sessions until the 
end of the week. The Bpard shows
few changes as compared with that of
1923 and is constituted as, follows: Col. 
B. Scott, Salmon Arm; Messrs. R. B. 
Homersham, Kamloops; A. T.^Howe, 
Vernon, O. W.. Hemblingi Oyanw; 
J, Goldie, Okanagan Centre; R, 
Wood, Armstrong; A. 'Melville Dol­
lar, Vancouver; G. A. Barrat, T. Bul- 
man and F, A. Lewis, Kelowna; W. 
Dryden, Peachland; B. Steuart, Slim- 
merland; E. J. Chambers,^ Penticton,' 
D. McCallum, Keremqos; H. E. Wood­
land, Grand Forks; J, J- Cambell, 
Willow Point; C. Squires, West Rob­
son, and P! Simpson, Oliver. _
Mr. A T. Howe was re-elected Pres­
ident, and Col. B, Scott was chosen as 
Vice-President, these two Directors to­
gether with Messrs. J. J. Campbell, B. 
Steuart, G. A. Barrat and F. A. Lewis 
(as Vegetable Representative) to form 
an Advisory Corrimittee. Of .this body, 
the Presid_ent or one other member is 
to be in constant attendance at head­
quarters, the other members to be 
called in as required and to be paid 
only for time actually given and at the 
same rate as paid to all directors.
A detailed report of the, proceedings 
of the Board has not been made pub­
ic, but it has been given out that many 
matters are awaiting consideration by 
the Advisory Committee, chief among 
which is the’question of looking for a 
General Manager. This search will be 
undertaken at once and as soon as 
progress is made in this direction, the 
whole Board will be assembled to 
decide upon the appointment. Mean­
time, Mr. B. Steuart will continue to 
act as Managing Director.
more j than . a passing glimpse of the 
underground currents of thought and 
action which are still preventing China 
from becoming modernized.
After the orchestra had played some 
excellent selections and before the se­
cond part of the programine: was be­
gun, Dr. H. B. MacEwen, the Presi­
dent of the Choral Society, made' a 
short speech, informing the audience 
that it is the intention of the Society 
;to preseht “Hiawatha’s ' Wedding 
Feast,, and Stanford’s “Revenge” later 
on in the season, also that any hew 
members joining ■would be; made wel­
come. The coheert was then commen-
ced by'the chorus of oyer fifty voices 
rendering the “Hynin* to ,Music” by
Dudley Buck, which at once gave them 
a splendid chance to show what 
months of careful training accomplish­
es, due attention being paid to light and 
shade ard there being great decision in 
attack, This was followed up by an 
Irish folk song “The Mother’s Lamen­
tations,’’ by T, P.'Dunhill, which was 
also finely rendered. Mrs: R, W . Cor­
ner followed witH5 a lovely rendering 
of “O That We Two Were Maying” 
(Nevin), her fine contralto voice being 
well suited to the song chosen, and, as 
an encore, sang “Absence.”' The next 
item was a spirited rendering of “The 
Old Superb” (Stanford), by Mr. B
Uowery, who responded^to a recall by 
id ”
EXPERTS THINK. THEY HAVE 
PLAN FOR REPARATIONS
BERLIN, Feb. 14,—Gen. Chas. G. 
Dawes and his- committee of interna­
tional experts are on their way to Paris 
convinced that they have found a plan 
whereby the Allies can collect repara­
tions and Germany can be rehabilitated 
financially. The plan. General Dawes 
believes, will be satisfactory to both 
France and Germany, if viewed from 
strictly a business viewpoint. I t  will 
enable the Allies to get reparations, 
presupposing that Germany is allowed 
economic control of the Ruhr and the 
Rhineland.
LADY ASTOR THINKS
MACDONALD REASONABLE
LONDON, Feb. 14.—Viscountess As­
ter, speaking in the House of Com­
mons today, said the Prime Minister’s 
wonderful speech on social reforms 
came as a tremendous relief to many of 
them who were desperately interested 
in social reform and who put it ahead
of everything else, but it must come 
rrcat aias a g e d sappointment to those 
who were expecting the social millcn- 
ium all at once. Social reform cost
more money than many Socialists re­
alized. The Prime Minister was rea­
sonable and just, she considered,, and 
she hoped the reasonable and just men 
of all parties would back him.
A Labour member: “They are all on 
this side. *
Lady Astpr: “We will wait and sec: 
I have many doubts about that."
mixed winter apples; to Camrose, AR&<, 
one of wrapped mixed varieties; to 
Shaunavon, Sask., one of mixed winter 
apples a'nd mixed •vegetables; to Sask­
atoon, one of wrapped winter varieties.
singing “Me an  My Jane.” A five- 
part madrigal, “W henLove and Beau­
ty,” sung by ten members of the Soc­
iety, which followed, proved that it 
contains a large number of solo voices. 
It was sung with great spirit and fine 
expression. The six-part madrigal, 
“Take Heed Ye Shepherd, Swains^ 
was the next contribution and this al­
so was rendered with fine effect. Mrs. 
J. H. Trenwith was in splendid form 
and gave a sparkling rendition of “The 
Scottish Bluebells,” responding to 
very hearty and continued applause by 
singing “O Sole Mio.” Mr. Charles 
(|juinn next gav.e two violoncello solos, 
“Consolation,” by Squire, and “Trau- 
meVei,’̂  which delighted the audience. 
A humorous quartette followed, en­
titled “Jenks’ Vegetable Compound’ 
given by Messrs. AV. J. Cook. _E. O. 
^acGinnis, A. Smith and D. Macfar- 
ane, which was also loudly applauded, 
the audience making demands for a 
repeat, which, however, was not given. 
The Choral Society now gave their 
ast items, an Elizabethan pastoral 
‘Phoebe” (Stanford), and the Soldiers 
Chorus from “Faust,” this last with 
orchestral accompaniment.
Mrs. A. J. Pritchard acted as accom­
panist during the  ̂ evening, her work, 
as always, being in the best oT taste. 
The ten-piece orchestra also added to 
the enjoyment of the audience, the se­
lections they played being very well 
rendered. Altogether, the entertain­
ment was a great success and Mr. 
Borthwick, the conductor, and the 
Choral Society are to be congratulated 
on the excellence of the performance 
given. Only one criticism was heard 
and that was that, owing undoubtedly 
to the necessity of grouping the male 
voices at the back of the stage, which 
was not built for concert purposes, the 
acoustic qualities of the theatre also 
not being of the very best, the basses 
and tenors ■were not heard to advan­
tage at times. Probably at the next 
concert some means will be found to 
improve on the grouping, so that this 
can be remedied. One thing is cer­
tain and that is that all who took m 
the entertainment given on_ Monday 
evening will look forward with p ic t ­
ure to the next one to be given by the 
Kelowna Choral Society.
An application by Mr. E. Vowlcd-.for 
permission to use two lots oh Wilson 
Avenue and two lots,on Cawston Av« 
cmic, for cropping purposes, was gran­
ted. . ■ ' ■''' 1,' ,
With reference to a discussion which 
took place at a recent meeting of thec a inc ui iuui($ aei cu ukmmu, ute i eriii lu i ii i .iii
“Thundergate,” a play of more than Council, Mr. F. W. Groves, C.E. wrote 
ordinary merit, dealing with the ex- the hooe that the oractlce
kept his house taps and hose' connec­
tions in repair paid for the water u.scd 
in excess and wasted by, his carclc3.1 
neighbour, who kept his house taps 
running and Icalting ' and ' his garden 
hose running all night without any 
sprinkler at the end of it,”
Mr. Groves also drew attention 
to the fact that, w ith , the in­
creased'pressure on the City mains, 
due to installation of the reservoir, the 
necessity of metering was considerably 
greater than it used to be, leakage and 
waste being proportionately greater if 
not properly controlled. He conctud- 
•ed with the statement that; "the prac­
tice of metering city connections is be­
coming more general all over the Ai^- • 
erican continent every year.” ;
Aid. Latta said that, as responsible 
for discussion of the subject by the 
Council, he wished to say that he had 
not advocated doing away with;' meters 
without enquiry, but rather the inves­
tigation of costs with a view to cutting’ 
down the overhead, the elimination -bf 
meters b,eing a possibility. He , in­
stanced "Vancouver as an example of 
dispensing with water meters. '
Aid. Meikle pointed out that the per 
capita consumption of water was three 
times as much in Vancouver as it 'tVas 
iq Winnipeg, which was apparently 
due to the services not being metered.
The Mayor said that if a city had 
an ample supply of water through^ a 
gravity system, meters were hot of t^e 
same importance and yalue as when the . 
system was dependent upon pumping.
A delegation from the School 
Board, consisting of Mrs. W, B. M. 
Galder, chairman, Mr, C. McCarthy 
and Mr. P. B. WilHts, appeared to 
support and explain the following es­
timates submitted by the Board for the 
current year:
. ................ $33,000
. .................  3,000
450
100
350
200
Teachers’ salaries ..
Janitors’ salaries '
Secretary’s salary ...
Library -..................
•Teachers’ supplies ...................
Janitors’ supplies ....... .............
Domestic Science and Manual
Training supplies .................
Agricultural School ...................
Convention expenses ................
Health examirtations ................. 4S0
Fuel ........... -..... ........................... 1.250
Repairs to buildings and
furniture ................................-  ^,000
Improvement and upkeep of
grounds :..................     200
Light, water and scavengihg .... 300
Sundry expenses.............     500
400
100
100
NEW  PREM IER SAID TO
BE IN POOR HEALTH
LONDON, Feb. 14.—Stanley Bald­
win’s sympathetic reference in the 
House of Commons to the burdens be­
ing borne by the Prime Minister was 
based, according to some of the par­
liamentary writers, upon recognition 
that Ramsay MacDonald is actually
$42,400
These figures represent an advance 
of about $1,000 on the estimates for 
1923. In addition, the Board made the 
following request: “The- Board also
requests consideration of the fact that 
a new building for the use of the Man­
ual Training School is urgently need­
ed, and suggests the inclusion of an 
additional $2,000 in the estimates for 
that purpose.”
The Mayor welcomed the delegation 
and invited Mrs. Calder to make any 
comment she desired upon the estiin-' 
ates/
Mrs. Calder said there was an una­
voidable increase in salaries this year of 
about $2,000, because the Board had 
been forced to engage another High 
School teacher on account of the CJov- 
ernment having divided tife coursesu 
The total teaching staff now numbered 
twenty. Another new feature which
in very poor health. They declare h c ^ ^ y jJ  entail expense was that, under 
has physical frailt.es wh.ch prcscr.be | rcBulitions of the Dcnartmear. e i rcBulations of the Department
limits^ .o h.s exerttons and, as he hasj^f E.l..cation, each teacher was entitled
been to ten days' sick leave with pay. It hadwas called to office,, he has p ro b ab ly_____________ l,_________
overtaxed his strength. | (Cchtinucd on Page 3)
/
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PAOB TWO TUB KELOWNA COURIBR AND OKANAGAN ORCHARD18T THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14th, igUSf
S'*]
:r\\
Eyeglass and Spectacle 
Prescriptions Filled---
Broken Lens replaced. Special ground 
lens supplied by the largest and most re­
liable optical house ip Canada. .
'Havc' ybfa'r: eyes tested by a doctor and let us fill your 
.prescription, , From , observation on rpficnt work, we can 
and do save you from 15*% to 55% on prescription work, 
and remember, the best qhality of fittings and lens arc used*
PETTIGREW
*1
J E W E L L E R  and D IA M O N D  llviER’C IJA N
m
a CoMinercjal Orchards, ltd .
GROWERS, s h i p p e ;̂r s  & p a c k e r s
We are prepared to uiidertake the 
management of a few good coitnmercial 
orchards near Kelownâ
Write for i n t e r v i e w ».
P. O. BOX No. 593 , PHONE 200
“ ORCHARDS MADE TO PAY If
24-tfc
BACKED BY
Service and Quality
YOUR ORDERS W ILL B E  APPRECIATED AND  
GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION
W m .  H A U G  ® . S O N
Dealers in Masons* Supplies and Coal.
Phone 66 P.O. Box 166
SPRING USHERS IN THE m m  
MNISE-GIEANING SEtSW
YOU W ILL REQUIRE—
W ALL PAPER  
LINOLEUM
CARPETS, RUGS and
W INDOW  DRAPERIES.
We have a full range and attractive prices on these lines.
Don’t forget the baby who is ciying for one of our new
CARRIAGES.
Kelowna rurnitnre Co.
The Home of The Victor Records
L U M B E R
DIMENSIONS—all sizes. SHINGLES, No. 1 and 2.
DRY SHIPLAP—in Pine or Fir. . 
COAST FINISHING MATERIAL—Best Quality. 
SASH, DOORS and W INDOW S
Let us figure on your requirements. Satisfaction guaranteed.
PROMPT DELIVERY Liberal Discounts for Cash.
THE KEIOWNG aWMILL CO., LTD.
A Clioice Selection
o f © t c h i n g s a n d  E n g ra y in g ^ s , v a lu e s  t o  $ 3 .5 0 .  S o m e  
s l ig h t ly  d a m a g e d  b y  w a te r ,  o t h e r s  in  p e r f e c t  c o n d i ­
t io n .  O n  sa le  F r i d a y  a n d  S a t u r d a y  o n ly  a t
50c each
W A N T E D — Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th Edition, In­
dia paper.
KELDWNA BODK & RECDRD EXCHAN6E
(2 Doors East of Royal Bank of Canada)
26-lc
' Troop First I Self Last I
Edited by "Pioneer."
1st Kelowna Troop
February 12th, 192' 
Orders by Command for week end 
I ing“Fibrifary 21st, 1924:
Duties: Orderly Patrol for wccljc, 
I Owls; next for. dutyffe.ynx.
'Parades: The coittbined Trpop 'wi 
I parade at the Seput Hall on. Monday, 
the 18th inst., at 715 p.m., and the 
regular basketball practices will be 
held on the Friday, previous, commcnc 
Iing .at;,4,;p.m.,
Wc have now .definitely . arranget 
I with Penticton to go down there with 
pur three. basketball tea,ms on Friday, 
the 22nd inst., which means that wc 
shall he unable to have Supimcrland 
up here before‘March, for the reason 
that on the only rcmauiing Friday in 
l^cbruary, that is the 29th inst., wc al'
] want to be free to attend the Leap 
Year dance being given by our Aux- 
I iliary on the evening: of that day.
Rutland wiriics us to take put a cou 
pic of:teams for matches with them in 
their new, Community Hall on Satur- 
I day' afternoon of tKc current week, in 
order that the game may be introduced 
to their local friends right at home. 
As they havc been so jgood about com- 
I ing\ into town j and giving us games, 
that is the least we dan do, and we 
would therefore appreciate very much 
any bflers of automobile transpprta 
tibn ' td get out there. .
On Friday’ evening last, we had two 
[games in our Hali, ope with the Rut­
land Troop's senior team and the oth- 
I er w ith: the Royefs, both of which wc 
were lucky enough to win, getting the 
same score of-31 in both games while 
I our opponents respectively, scored 23 
and 26. Rutland plainly showed the 
|-benefit3 of more, practising. and gave 
us a very close‘ game, oiily' one 'point 
I separating us at half time. The teams 
and'.vseores;’..were 
RUTLAND: r.f., 2nd M.. Mitchell, 
11; l.f.. Scout K. baTgleish, 6; d., P.-L.
I A; Dalgleish, 6; rig.. Scout £ . Howse; 
l.g., P.-L. J. Kemp, and substitute, R. 
White; total, 23. .  ̂ ^
KELOWNA: r.f., P,-L. J. Foster, 
7; l.f., 2nd E. Todd, 2, for the first half 
I and Scout A. McGibbon, 6, for the se- 
i cond half; c., 2nd A. MacLurg, 2;.-rig., 
[2nd W. Longley, lO, and l;g., Scout L. 
Cook, 4; total, 31.
In our games with the Rovers out of 
four played we have so far each won 
i two, so vyratch but'for the fifth game !
I W hen these two teams clash it is a 
case of Grebk meeting Greek, and from 
I,the first: whistlfe until ’ the >call of time
TRAPPING OF C .G .IT .
UNLAWFUL
, .(Contributed)
Canadian Girls in. Training ts' a  na­
tion-wide organization promoted by 
the National' Girls’ Work Board, which
Trapper Is Fined In Police (Court I is composed of official representatives 
For Being In  Possession ,1 of Anglican, Baptist, .Cqngrogational,
Methodist and Presbyterian clibrehes. 
. . , The programme recognizes the dcvcl-
A case of considerable interest to | pf gj^ig their chapging pccds
trappers Was tried in the Provincial interests, and'aims to bring the 
Police Court this week, Loufs Giiido tW school, the church and the
being charged with hcing .in unlawful community into closer co-operation to 
possession of one weasel and one hun- ^ ^ c t  these needs. The programme is 
dred and ten muskrat skips. The existence for .the tccn.agc
charge yras laid by Provincial Con- gj^i; j^j^ing to her development in- 
®*̂ **/® w Peptecost under Section 331 tcllcctually, physically, spiritually and 
of the Game Act. I socially. Her purpose is:
On the case coming up bc|orc thc| guard my licalth and keep my
■Court on Monday tnorning, Mr. ,T- F  
McWilliams, whp appeared for the ac­
cused, asked for an adjournment so 
that the Game Regulations could be 
consulted, pnd the request was granted. 
When the proceedings were resumed 
on Tuesday, the,, bench was occupi<|d 
by. Mr. E. M. Carfuthers, J.P., Mr. 
E. Weddell, S. M., not wishing to try 
Guide as he had issued to him hiŝ  
trappcr’6 licence. Mr. McWilliams en­
tered a plea of guilty on behalf of the 
accused and asked the Court'to inflict 
the sfnallest possible penalty, (Quoting 
from sub-Scction E. of Section 45 of 
the iGame Act. Counsel went on to’ 
explain to the Court tha:t Guide had 
undoubtedly acted in good faith, though 
there was no question that he had 
been engaged in' unlawful trapping, 
icing an innocent offender as he thought 
that an open season for muskrat, ex­
isted in this district at the present tirhe. 
The accused had purchased his trap-
body, fair
That I may stronger be, to do and| 
dare.' '
To keep my mind unsullied, pure 
an i ' free, i • ;
That truth and beauty may abide 
with me.
To be .a friend, and prove froni 
day to day •
Sincere and: kind, at home; at ^work, ] 
at play. ■ ■
To, follow ever upward life’s high
, quest, ■
And find through knowing God, 
my ver^ best.’’
NOW is the'tim e to place your orders 
for SEED, SPRAY ond FERTILIZER  
'  ̂ for the coming season,
Full line of
FEED, FLOUR AND POULTRY SUPPLIES.
W E DON’T CUT QUALITY TO SECURE
I&USINESS.
m n N I  GROWERS’  EXCHANGE
^ R E E  CITY DELIVERY ’ PHQNEl ?9
GASOLINE AND OILS.
NOTE.—This stolrc will not remain [openi dfter six jp.m. oh 
Saturday nights uniil further notice.
a w M .
The regular general meeting will be 
held at the Club Rooms on Saturday ]
next, at 8.30 p.m.
♦ ♦ ■
On Monday, the 18th, the W'.A. of I 
per’s licence from Mr. E. Weddell, "vV. V. A. ivill' hold a Social and
S. M., and had misunderstood what jjance in the-Club Rooms. Card play-i 
that gentleman had told him and had commence at 8.00 p.m. and
understood that he had a right to trap 9.00 p.m. Winstone’s : Or-
muskrats. Mr. Weddell had denied chestra has been engaged, which will 
laying ever told the accused that he L„g„re some excellent music, and it 
had such a right, but that could be jg earnestly hoped that members and 
explained by the fact that the accused friends will turn out in full force
did not understand English^ very well, k n d  make, these dances once more, as 
Guide had trapped openly and had even I popular as they were in previous years. | 
ask^d . the Provincial Constalile how f
much longer he could trap, which ac-i rfl11¥ A "RLT Yir
tion on his part had brought his trap-1 ^  0  H l
ping activities (O' the constable’s atten- f
tion. The damfe Regulation, counsel j George Brown left last weekl
_  liet£ JUtiOEjNT
stated, were very confusing and I for Penticton and is not expected home 
cult for even a trained legal mmd to
understand. There had been absolute- * ' * m . ' '
y no attempt of any kind on the P^rij ]\|r. and Mrs. Ingram, father and 
of Guide to break the law; on the I |^j. ^ g
Other hand, he had made every I been one of us for some time, arrived
to comply with all laws and Wgula-J j^^nday evening from Manitoba; I t
tions. . I they are satisfied with the valley, they
The magistrate did not consider settle*here. • .
that it was necessary t6 ask Mr. Wed-j « « «
there is something ^strenuous doing. I dell tô  ̂g^^  ̂ The dance held last week at the
A great many people ask Who are yjneiaj Constable Pentecost, to do so, L^^^g j and Mrs. A. Drought
r  and that offidah corroborated the .^tal sucess. Not as many were
say that they are simply the senior I ^bat Guide had asked him I . .^ c o u l d  have been but
are t tn u n L '^ S ^ ^ ^  ^  information as to how much longer ĵ̂ ĝg y^^j did attend certainly had a
hmit fo ^ th t K dow L  RoverV£^^^^ time. We were pleased tolimit for the Kelowna Rovers has.beenl The Gourt, m summing up, s t a t e d a  crowd from the We'st-
that Guide was quite undoubtedly an district and hope that they
unwitting offender. The maximum ^ .j j  forget us in our future fes- 
penalty which could be imposed would
on a'Scientific Basis
SENSATIONAL casies of tragedy and distress receive publicity in the newsj^pers, i and from their outstanding appeal are made tibe beno' ficiaries of charitable funds and public stibscrip' tion lists. But how-little does charity avail! How 
pitifully inadequate unorganized public sym' 
pathy almost invariably proves. A  few hundred 
doUDrs, perhaps, and then—-forgotten!
Mutual Life Insiuance is organized human 
sympathy. Each Mutualist • protects' - his own 
love^ ones by combining to protect the loved 
ones of others. Mutualists are not exploited for 
the profit of outsiders, nor do they attempt to 
make profit out of one another.
'Let our. nearest agent explain the Mutu^ > prill'
dples of life insurance. Write to our; Head Office-for 
a copy of “Life. InsiirancB .at Cost"
O F  C A N A D A  s W a t e ] ! l o o « Q i v t w i o
. Local Representative: .
DAN CURELL, KELOWNA, B. C.
704
set at 18 for entry, so that our games 
with them might also be described as 
Youth personified versus Old-age re
ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS
[juvenated. The teams and scores for L  ̂ $300 or three months’ imprison 
our last games were: < '
Rovers: r;f., D.,Pirie, 6; l.f., R. CUm-
Twelve Of The Most Satisfactory, 
According To The-Dominion * 
■Horticulturist "
ming, 6; c., C. Cunningham, 13; r.g., J. 
Aitken; l.g., W. Saunders, 1; total, 26.
SCOUTS:., r.f.; 2nd H. McCarthy; 
l.f., T.-L. E. Williams, 12; c., P.-L. G. 
Meikle, 7; r.g., 2nd D. Loane, and l.g., 
P.-L. L. Cunningham, 12; total, 31.
At the parade on Mpnday last, the | 
Lynx and Cougars in turn acted a|
* * *
ment, but as the„accused had bought! Mn Lambie, of Kelowna, was here
a trapper’s, licence and had acted en-j -week soliciting orders for fruit j giving a descriptive list in his an­
tirely in good faith throughout andL^ees. nual report of some fifty varieties of
had even gone to the local constable ♦ ♦ ♦ ornamental shrubs tested at the Dbm-
to find out the right thing to do, the Miss Hilda Raymer was a caller inipn Experimental Farms' aiid Sta
minimum penalty of $10 and costs last week. j tions during the past thirty-six years.
HAVING CDMPLETED 
DDR STDCK TAKING
would be imposed and the furs con­
fiscated.
The fine was immediately paid and 
Guide left the court-room minus one
with notes as to their hardiness and at­
tractiveness, the Dominion Horticul-OUTSTANDING FEATURES
AT THE EMPRESS j turist, Mr. W. T. Macoutf.j-ecords that
there has been a great increase in Gan-
charade representing one of the Sfcout ^ne muskrat skins. “Garrison’s Finish” And “Richard The jada in riecent. years of interest in the
Laws, and the witnessing Patrols had j The weasel skin was also forfeited,!
to guess which one was being so il- though it was explained that it had] 
lustrated, in  the case of the Lynx a [not been secured by trapping, but was 
boy came into the scene and stumbled I the result of a private chase made by j
Lion-Hearted” Are Fictures Of 
Exceptional Interest
I beautifying of home grounds. The re­
port contains a list of twelve satis­
factory ornamental shrubs, or g^roups
„ ^ ____  _ Jack Pickford, who has -not been of shrubs for general use in order of
to the floor. He then apparently made J Qyj(jg»g ^ j |  the fur involved is j seen here for some time, appears on j blooming, and covering the season, 
efforts to cithe.r tie up or untie his to be forwarded to the Game Gonser-j Friday and Saturday, at the Empress, I These are:
I shoe-lace,, during which attempted o-j y^tion Board. Jin “Garrison’s Finish,” a story of the Spiraea arguta, blooms the third
peration he frowned (or was it grin-1 ------ —---------- ----------  [south, replete with many thrillingjweek of May, has white flowers and
ned?) and uttered the exclamation! According to a statement issued by scenes, including the Kentucky Derby, J grows to a height of 3 to 4 ft; Garagana
W e wish to inform our 
Customers that we have 
on the way an assortment
- o f ' ■
u L.
which will complete our 
Stock for the spring.
Will be glad to show you our 
patterns.
SIOCKWELL’ S, LTD.
PHONE 324
- I
i
Gosh ! ” At this moment another boy the Provincial Board 6f Health to the the Metropolitan Handicap, etc. This frtitex, var. grandiflora, blooms third
hove into view grinning broadly and Social Hygiene Council, B.C. is win- 
he proceeded successfully to assist thejning out in its fight against social dis 
first-named boy with whatever he was ease, a very encouraging diminution in 
I trying to do; somewhere a whistle was | the number of cases being reported 
heard, and it was all over. Some of [ after three years of work,
U.S are still guessing 1 Then for th e '
Cougars’ turn, a chair without a back] Keen Coni^etition Here
is sure to ]>1case those who enjoy pic­
tures of this nature.
O n Monday and Tuesday, all lovers 
of historical pictures will have an op­
portunity of seeing Richard Coeur de 
Lion in the sequel play to “Robin 
Hood” under the title of “Richard theoccupied the centre of the floor, and I a  young matron in whom the shop-j j  ̂ "Rnh
two boys appeared carrying - Scout ping instinct was strong asked a Ger I ^  Those w o s
staves. Around the chair (presumably rnan butcher the price of a Hamburger
table) they then commenced making steak.
in Hood”i will want to see this as well 
Those who enjoy really good pic-̂
funny motions with their ,staves, which “Twendty-fife cents a poundt,” he forward with anticipa­
tion to the presentation here of “I:' 
Winter Comes,” which is listed for
at any rate showed they were not ex-j replied.
pert at playing pool, if such they were “But,” she remonstrated, “the price, , • j-
intending to represent. Two more boys at the corner store is only twelve reports indicate
then appeared who exhibited each a cents.” 
purse, apparently intending to show ‘Well, 
they had sorne money, and then grun- puy idt down there? 
ted, which grunt being interpreted was [ ‘They haven’t any,” she explained, 
said to have been the words “Oh, No 1” I “Oh, I see,” replied the butcher.
that this is one of the most wonderful 
asked Otto, “vy don’t you I P̂ ^̂ ûres ever produced, containing
12,000 feet of film with never a dull 
minute throughout. The locations and 
scenery have been carefully selected
And that was the end of that. What “ Ven I don’t have it, I sell idt for ten p °  proride the most accurate settings
Too Much
“I . say, y’know, all these bill's are dated 
months before wc were' married.” 
“Yes, darling, I know they arc.” 
“Weil, it’s a bit thick to expect me to 
pay for the bait I w.is caught with.” 
—^Thc , Passing Show (tkmdon).
Sure 1
His arm went ’round her slender 
waist,
She coyly raised her head.
“Your form,” he said, "is quite 
divine,”
“Of corset is,” she said.
the charades actually were will not be j cents.” 
announced until the other Patrols have
each in their turn acted their Law. Thej 'The father of success is work.
Owls and Beavers perform next Mon-1 The mother of success is ambition, 
day and the Eagles, Otters and Wol-[ The oldest son is common sense.
ves on the Monday following, and now I Some of the boys are perseverance, j the ideas of the author to the smallest 
that the Lynx and Gougars havc pav-1 enthusiasm, co-operation. j detail. Many of the pictures have been
cd the way, they should provide somc-| The oldest daughter is character. | taken amid the scenes and surround- 
thing really startling. I Some of the sisters arc cheerful-j ings wfth which the events arc asso-
it would be possible to get, while the 
characters and costumes have been 
chosen with the greatest care, so that 
they might fit in with the characters 
portrayed in the book, and carry out
Recruit J. Saucier successfully pas-|ucss, loyalty, courtesy, care, economy, I dated, many important land-marks in
sed the requirements for his Tender­
foot test on the 5th instant.
HIGH-CLASS SOCIETY PRINT­
ING AT TH E  COURIER PRESS
sincerity and harmony. j England being shown. This picture
The baby is opportunity. j has taken the larger cities by storm,
Get acquainted with the “old man” and the citizens of Kelowna are for- 
[an3 you will be able to get along prct-l tunatc in being afforded an.opportunity 
t r  well with the rest of the family.— j of seeing this here at such moderate 
[.ondon Opinion. j cost.
week of May, height 4 to 6 ft., large 
bright yellow flowers; Lonicera tatar- 
ica and varieties, blooms t^ird week of 
May, height 5 to 10 ft., bright pink 
flowers; Lilacs in variety; Spiraea Van 
Houttei, blooms first week of June, 
grows to 3 to 5 ft. and has white flow­
ers; Viburnum Opulus, blooms second 
week of June, height 6 to 8 ft., large 
clusters of white flowers; Philadelphus 
or Mock Orange, blooms second week 
of June, height 5 to 10 it, white flow­
ers with strong sweet odour; Roses; 
Robinia hispida, blooms from June 
more or less throughout the s.ummier, 
rosy pink flowers; Hydrangea arhore- 
scens grandiflora, large panicles , of 
white flowers which come in succes­
sion from July to September, height 4 
to 6 ft.; Hydrangea paniculata grandi­
flora, blooms from August to October, 
white flowers gradually becoming pink, 
height 6 to 10 ft., and Tamarix pentan- 
dra, blooms from July until late sum 
mcr, flowers small and pinkish in col 
our, height 4 to 6 ft. ,
A list is also given in the report of 
eight varieties of single lilac and seycn- 
teen of double. Two fine hardy varie­
ties of lilac that should be in any col- 
ection, Mr. ^aconn says, ajrc Syringa 
rothomagensis and S. pubcs^ccns.
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Kamloops is to havc a new post of- 
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TMCREASE IM ESTIMATES tlie, _____ __________ _ was the moot Important matter in
OF' SCHOOL BOARD whole school system. He was a stick­
ler in regard, to expenditure and die 
not know whether he could support the(Cootinuedf from Pag  ̂ 1)
Men nccciiaiy to cfM d this privilege submitted, bul in
" ■ . ■ f-, r  ' - . matter where health was concernedto three teachers airetidy this year.
 ̂ 'M addtid that if a teacher!
!,did ndt take sick loive in any year, he 
o r she would be entitled to take an ad< 
ijditioiial five days the hext year, that is 
’ Ijlftcch days instead of tcii, with pay.> 
.'Continuing. IVtrisJ (balder said that the 
light in one of the rodms‘ into which 
the aissembiy iiiall had hccit divided w.ns 
j V^ry poor and therefore hard upon the 
pUpib' eyes, ahd‘it would be necessary 
; to move the class elsewhere. By a re- 
arrangemept of classes, it was liopcd to 
•rpdtoro the, use of the assembly hall to 
!lts original purpose.' as the lack p f 
I 0{Uch a room Was Imueh felt. .Manual 
training had bepn carried oh the 
basement of the High School, and the 
premises were not at all suitable, the 
veiling: being very low and^the light 
so poor that the pupils had difficulty 
doing their work properly and j t  was 
 ̂ artificial light a great
' deal. The 'cost^ of erecting the pro­
posed huilding for manual training 
/!Would be lessened considerably by the 
Y.work which could bo , done on it by 
the instructor and the boys, and she 
tirgcd'j that the Council agree, to the 
. additional $2,000 required for the pur- 
, pose.]' Replying to a question by the 
j' Jdayor, she said- that, ' including the 
manual training building, , the total in- 
' crease of the estimates over 1923 
would be slightly over $3,000. >
 ̂ Aid. Knowles said that, speaking 
; from examination of the premises, he 
bad 'no hesitation in saying that the 
present quarters were quite inadequate 
' and unsuitable for rhanual training. , 
In reply to a question by Aid. Latta 
as tp' the assembly hall, it was explain­
ed {hat, owing to lack of roont ^nd 
jV funds during the war period,' the as­
sembly hall had been divided into three 
rooms, two class-rooms and a com-:, 
vbined cloak-room and lib rary .N ow ,
: it. was desirable to return the hall to its
• original purpose.
. -' The Mayor enquired what would the 
Trustees' do if the town went ahead
• and more accommodation for pupils 
were needed.
,  . _ 
was Willing, to go to any icni^h to have 
such Cases given attention. >-As tp  the 
estimate;), he poibt'cdj out that they 
had iiWrcaScd to about three tithes the 
fliprurc of and he, did pot sec how 
tbe taxpayers could stand the, taxation 
involved; Ho wondered whether pos­
sibly-we wCro jputUhg On too many 
frills. Speaking as one with consider­
able experience in educational matters, 
lie believed that every child should 
have a solid grounding in.the three R'l 
at the public expense and get any ad 
ditioiial features of higher education 
afteijwards ,at its parents' expense. , >
' ivlrs. Caldcr took exception to the 
term . “frills" employed by Aid. Latta 
She did not think there was one useless 
subject ihi the ciirriculum Of the Kcl 
owna'-schoolsl,
Aid. Latta said the times niust be 
considered. Every basic commodity ih 
the valley was being produced at a loss 
:undcr present prices, and all expendi­
tures would have to be adjusted ,fo sUit 
the .conditions., '
' In reply, Mrs. Caldcr made the point 
that- road expenditures, for example^ 
coufd be postponed for a year or t'vvp, 
|if ,a|>solutely necessary, but the eduCa 
tion of,chirdrcn,could not be jpostpoh 
cd,, otherwise the ground lost ■ : could 
never be regained.,, ,
The; Mayor pointed out that the 
Councli'had ho control over the school 
estimates. The say of , the School 
Board was final. They brought; in the 
estimates and, the Council had to aC-' 
cept them.
Aid. Latta said he knew of hun­
dreds of schools, especially in Mani- 
/toba, that were closed through financial 
stress and consepuent inability of the 
municipalities tO; keep them opOn.
Mrs.'Calder retorted that these mun­
icipalities cbpld not have^had far-see­
ing Councils, otherwise ' they would 
never have closed their schools under 
arty circumstahees.
I It was not h^^^ause *he municipal 
councils did not want the schools that 
they were closed, explained Aid.'Latta,
Bis of many of their estimates for the a mile and, taking the average conncc- 
ycar. ; 1 tion at one-quarter of a mile in length,
Replying to a query by His Worship the, lino would cost $250, the transfor­
ms to what the municipal employees mcr $135, and the meter $15, a tota 
had bcin engaged upmi diiVlrtg the of $400. For two or three lights in his 
past mpnth, Supt, lllakcborougb said house, the average rural consumer 
the staff , had been .cut down to small would not expect to pay more than a 
dimensipns and there had been'plenty bout $2.00 per month, while the over 
of work to do, what with repair of head alone on a capital investment of 
sidewalks, erection of, slietia for pro- $400 would be $4.33 per month, with 
tcction of],implements, changes in the out counting the cost of reading meters 
Power House, meter testing, and so oii. and other expenses. He thought the 
The Mayor suggcfltcd thpt the aid- best plan for a district such as Glcn- 
ermen should inspect the PoVv'iir House more, for instance, would be to put 
at an cairly date and see for tiic^sclves in their own system and the City could 
the changes 'that'had been-effected, supply the power..
The two small units that were to be Supt. Blakcborough stated that the 
sold had been taken out, the building people of the Okanagan Mission dis- 
rcfloordd and an office for the Super- triet had asked the West Kootenay 
iiitcndcnt would be iimtallcd. The large Power Co. to suppl:{r them with light, 
unit to lie kept as a reserve against but the Company refused to do so, as 
emergencies was being rewired, and, the transformer alone would cost
$1,000, besides which there was the 
cost of the distribution system.
The by-law then received final pas 
sage and adoption. The new rates for 
power supplied within the city limits 
will now; be: A flat rate of 50 cents 
per month for, each connected; horse
f  t. .  1. A but simply because theŷ ^̂ ŵ  financ
Mr. Wilhts replied that the Board . to keen them open;
liad kept such an eventuality in view, 
■and they would propose to* raise the
ially unable fo keep the  open;
The Mayor said the reason for clos-ana n ia  i m  . . , •' ' i j  ' j  ' 1. f £C3 • *1 u* u iner such schools was: simply because.old wooden school sufficiently high to “ V TTMowna' ■ • ■ - . fViA tairpc dirl. not come in. iveiowna-provide four rooms under it.
Mrs. Calder said the Trustees .had
the xes d’‘ K l  
had come near tO; the same state oft.. ia a n ^
purposely kept the estimates down to were receiving only half
' the lowest possible, while there were 
other matters for which they would 
like to see provision/ made. For in­
stance, Dr. Knox had reported that a- 
, bont twelve of the children showed in- 
. dications of curvature of the spine.' 
W ith a physical instructor on the .staff,' 
•these-cases would have got the proper 
Correcting instruction that they needed. 
T hey iVoUld get it, in any case, but not; 
in the-same way- The Board would 
also have liked to have an emergency 
. ftmd of about $500 to take care o f such 
'matters as pupils with adenoids and 
tonsils that should be removed,, but 
whose parents were too poor to afford 
the necessary treatment,. and so the 
children had to suffer. Dr.. Knox had 
- said that if there was such a fund, the 
doctors would perform the required 
operations at half the usual fee.
Aid. Latta said he considered what 
' Mrs. Calder had just made reference to
Shrovea b e s t 
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Free Rccip^'6oOk: write the 
Borden Co., Ltd., Vancouver.
bEPA RTM EN T OF LANDS 
NOTICE
Application For Grazing Permits For 
The Season Of 1924.
Applications for permits to graze 
livestock on the Crown range within 
each grazing district of the Province 
of British Columbia must be filed with 
the District Forester at Cranbrook, 
Fort George, Kamloops, Nelson, Prince 
Rupert, "Vancouver, Vernon and 'Will­
iams Lake, or with the Commissioner 
of Grazing, Parliament Buildings, Vic­
toria, B. C , on or before March 15th, 
1924.
the teachers were receiving only half 
their pay. '
This led Aid. Latta to remark that 
teacher^ saijaries were now very high 
and out of proportion to the pricey of 
basic commodities, upon wbicl* 
^ o u ld b e ^  based.
The Mayor replied that thie School 
Trustees were tindoubtedly as econo­
mical; as possible. They could not 
cootfipl the teachers’ salaries, which 
were governed by a gc il average 
and, if they cut the rate of pay, the 
teachers would simply quit and go else­
where.! H e gave credit to the Board 
for having prepared their estimates 
with care and in such a way that the 
Council could decide as to whether the 
manual training building was essential 
or riot.'
Aid. Latta enquired as to the possi­
bility of increasing the number of pu­
pils per room so as to provide addition­
al accommeidarion, to which Mrs. Cal­
der replied by inviting the Alderman 
to . visit, the schools and see for him­
self... The rooms had been built of 
small $izc> rind it was not possible to 
double up classes in them.
The Mayor agreed with Aid. Latta 
that High School pupils should pay a 
share of the cost of their education, 
but such was not a matter for the 
Council or the School Board, but for 
the Government to deal with.
Aid. Meikle expressed the belief that 
the cost of higher education had been 
gone into in great detail by the Gov­
ernment, and they were undoubtedly 
aware that if most of the cost of at­
tendance at High School was thrown 
directly on to the parents, many chil­
dren would never be .able to go beyond 
a public school education. The Gov­
ernment evidently had in mind  ̂the 
greatest good to the greatest number.
An interesting discussion was then 
brought to a close by Mrs. Caldcr 
thanking the Council for the hearing 
accorded and asking that the estimates 
receive their favourable consideration. 
The delegation thereafter withdrew.
The Mayor stated that the school 
estimates would be taken up at the 
same time as the civic estimates, pro­
bably next month.
Aid. Latta submitted a recommenda­
tion by the Fire Brigade in favour, of 
acceptance of the tender of E. W. 
Wilkinson & Co. for insurance of the 
members of the Brigade, at a lump 
premium of $495, and a resolution was 
passed in accordance with the recom­
mendation.
An exhaustive report upon the var-
jn all, a lot of Work had been done. ^
Alderman Mciklc voiced regret that
th e  City had nrit purchased'the shale 
pii when offered by the Kelowna (jablf 
'Club, ria thousands of tons of shale 
would bo required for years to con|c 
However, the Golf Club would be wil­
ling to let the City take shale on the power or fraction thereof, together
phrile terms as* l a s t w i t h  Sc per k.w.h. for Jhc  first 100 
ycari and ;arrangcinciits would have to k.w.h., 4c per k.w.h. for the next 200 
belmade iwith k.>y.h„ 2 ^ c  per k.w.h. for all over 300
had pre- k.w.h, This schedule provides a con 
yeritfd the City from making the pur- sidcrable reduction on the former rates 
chase W  the neceijsity of providing which were: Flat rate the same; 7c per 
cdpitiil ex̂ ^  ̂ k.w.h. for the first 100 k.w.h., 6c per
venue to the extent of $25,pOO in two k.w.h. for the next 100 k.w.h., Sc per
years; He had hoped this year it wou  ̂ for the next 500 k.w.h., 4c per
be possible to/eliminate nearly all ca- k.w.h. for all over 700 |c.w.h. 
pital experiditure,' that, "the school .es- Power for domestic conveniences 
tiirirites would be npidiigher than last will be charged a flat rate of 7Sc per 
year,;,'and that the streets| estimates month in addition to the power rates, 
Would'be lower, SO that a cut-of at least according to meter measureiricnt.
$10,000 couid be made in the tax levy, Outside the city limits, the poWer
but prospects did riot look very bright charge is a flat rate of 75c per month 
for this unless the street estimates for each connected horse-power or 
could be cut in half as compared With fraction thereof, plus 6c pe^ k.w.h., ac- 
last year. cording to, meter measurement. Power
WhilWa twirikle in the Mayor’s eye for domestic conveniences will be sub- 
suggested that he was taking-a “rise’’ ject, to a flat rate, of $1.50 per month 
out of hi$ ‘colleague that he was in addition-to 6c per k.w.h.j according 
not in earnest in suggesting such a: to mdler measurement. '
radical cut in street expenditures. Aid. Aid. Knowles reminded the Council 
Meiklb rushed to the defence of his that the grant of $50 promised in com- 
departriient with the assertion that mittee last year by the Council, tO -as- 
such a ruthless reduction could not be sist the Board of Trade in providing 
made. ] Good streets, he declared, were the salary of Mr. Crawford as tourist 
indispensable and the best asset that! advisor, had not yet been paid over to 
a city had. He diflFered from Mrs. Cal- the Board, formal authorization being
lacking.
It was agreed to; jprovide for the 
grant in the next budget of accounts.
Reporting .as to what was being done 
in the Park, Aid. Knowles stated that 
two or three of the permanent City 
employees had been engaged in work
The Kelowna Growers* Exchange will conduct a School of 
imimetion on packing and sorting apples in their main warehouse, 
commencing FEBRUARY 25, 1924, for one week Only, between 
the hours of 8 :30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m*
Persons wishing to avail themselWs of this opportunity to 
secure this instruction must make a written application to the 
management prior to FEBRUARY 20th. Only persons between
the ages of 16 and 40 years need apply.
NO FEE W ILL BE GHARGED.
F. b ; LUCAS, 
Packing House Manager
2S-3c
der as to her statement thaV work on 
streets could be postponed for ; a year 
or two. Such would be false economy, 
as the streets would go, all to pieces if 
neglected for even one season and 
would cost a large amount to, restore 
to good condition. In connection with
ized and carried through by the Pro­
vincial Tlorticulturist and his Staff and 
assisted' in by Dominion officials, was 
a Very -.firie step' forward.; Following a 
series of lectures at which the rieiSes- 
sity of a unified effo r̂t Was emphasized, 
ai system of inspection Was inaugurated 
whereby every grower’s orchard was 
given a thorough irispectiori by a quali­
fied official, whenever that grower an­
nounced that^he hsd completed, as far 
as possible, the eradication of cankers. 
The results obtained, although not by 
any means perfect, have assisted very 
materially- in reducing thip; ICsses—-es­
pecially in those commuriities where 
the disease had, been only .moderately
severe.
the estimates for his department,; he •which was part of the- programme for 
reminded the eouncjl that the pur- inosquito control, including the plac- 
chase of two new tmeks was. absol- ing of a dam across the old channel of 
utely necessary, as the street work Mill . Creek and the clearing of some 
•was very hard on the old trucks now brush along the banks; A barrel of; 
in ‘use rind repairs were costing ;top oil would' be sufficient to treat the 
much. He thought something could ;be slough formed by the old channel and 
got for the old trucks, as they would ^ few other places as well. Mr. Hearle,
le quite suitable, for fruit hauling, in 
which they would not get the rough 
usage experienced in handling rock.
Aid. Morrison supported Aid. Meikle 
in emphasizing the necessity and ad­
vantage .of good streets, and quoted 
several recent visitors from Vernon 
who had commented enthusiastically. 
upon the superiority of the Kelowna 
streets to what' they had at home. 
The Mayor said the Board of 'Works
of the Entomological Branch, had, paid 
a visit to Kelowna and would be here 
again in a month or two, when he 
would advise upon the proper time to 
use the oil treatment; Later on, Mr. 
Hearle hoped to come here and spend 
a year in investifeation of Ae mos­
quito problem. M r.' Grote Stirling 
lad made a survey and had taken some 
evels, *and with the data secured it 
would be posisible to study the mos-
lad spent an average of $15,000 on the quito problem more intelligently. It 
streets and sidewalks annually during had been established that some of the 
the past four years. He produced fig- sloughs could be drained, and there 
ures to* support this staWment togeth- was the possibility of drying up a lot 
er with some other details of interest, of them without much expense. The 
which are reproduced in another col- proper policy to be pursued would be
umn. ,, io do a little each year and do it'right.
Aid. Meikle retorted by declaring, For the departments under h?s care, 
amid laughter, tM  Kelowna did not Aid. Shepherd reported that the^gen- 
lave'̂  streets until those expenditures eral health of the city was good^ex- 
were made. The problem of street cept for a few cases of measles. Sev- 
maintenance now, with heavy motor eral enquiries had been made i^regard 
truck traffic, was* very different from to the house under the Better Housing 
what it was a few years ago, when scheme which was now vacant, but 
lorses and wagons were used. nothing had come to a head yet.
By-Law No. 381, granting an option The Mayor suggested that civ^c tes- 
to Mr. H. Waidrori to purchase Lot 25, ting of milk should be resumed, and 
L.P. 800 at a price of $250, was given Aid. Shepherd promised that he wou d 
three readings. make arrangements to. have the work
By-Law No. 380, amending the rates undertaken once more, 
for electric power, was brought up for The Council then adjourned until
Work
From the amoririt of investigational 
work already carried out, the introduc­
tion of' a cure for Fire Blight seems 
improbable. It is true that ..preventa­
tive measures Have been perfected for 
the conti-ol and elimination of the dis­
ease, but evert these are so arduous 
arid: exacting: that growers Have in 
many cases given up the'cultivation of 
’susceptible fruits, rather thari carry out 
the' wo^k entailed. The greatest hope 
seenis to lie in the introduction of a' 
variety which •will combine; commercial 
value and Blight resistance. It is for 
th is. reason, therefol*e, that investiga­
tional work during, recent years  ̂has 
been most active along these lines. 
The policy of this laboratory is, to fol­
low up these advances and to further 
this investigation by the introduction 
and deyelopment^.of new resistant var­
ieties. In accordance with this policy, 
there has been set out this year a small 
orchard consisting of two species, one 
Chinese and the other Japanese. Four 
resistant varieties which have been 
perfected by American, investigators 
are expected in the spring. Seeds have 
also been obtained from India of two 
varieties whose resistance tp Blight 
will be tested as soon as plants can be 
grown therefrom.
In addition to the above mentioned 
work, experiments are also being car­
ried out from time to time on ipinor 
questions' arising in connection with 
disease. An account of thosethe
worked on during the year follows^
To
final passage.
Aid. Latta enquired the reason for 
charging a higher flat rate as well as 
higher rate per k.w.h. for services 
outside of the city limits.
The Mayor replied th.it these out­
side services entailed higher cost than 
services within the city in installing
Monday, Feb. 25th.
FIRE BLIGHT
(From report by H, R. McLarty, Plant 
Pathologist, Summerland Experi­
mental Station).
c iv;« ______ _______ _____-  In a general survey of the fruit tree
transformers, larger line loss ,and high- diseases of British Columbia, Fire Bli-
cost of reading meters. A resident ght stands out as one of the most seri-- . ■ —- •• -• ___ 1*1er
Blank forms upon which to submit - r . . -  ̂ c
aDplications may be obtained from the ious branches of municipal services for 
'crA..,no4AT'o nf' flu* nhnvo namf̂ rl Lk.* -.rnnr bv tin* Citv SuDcrinten-District Foresters at the above na ed 
places, or from the Department of 
Lands at Victoria,
• G. R. NADEN,
Deputy Minister of P.and9. 
.Department of Lands,
Victoria, B. C.,
January 5tli, 1924.
the yea 1923 y he y pe ­
dent, Mr. H. A. Blakcborough, was 
read by , the City Clerk. I t  will be 
found in full elsewhere in this issue.
The Mayor expressed appreciation 
of the report, which, he said, was very
2l 26 2c comprehensive and would form the ba-
outside the city who enjoyed these ser­
vices was getting the same benefits as 
the taxpayer resident within the city, 
and these higher rates afforded the on- 
way of making outsiders pay in a 
measure for such advantages.
Aid. Latta asked if there was any 
chance of outsiders organizing and get­
ting rates direct from the West Koot­
enay Power Company.
The Mayor said they would nSt, in 
that, event, get as favourable a rate 
;:rom the Company as from the City.
Aid. Latta was of the opinion that 
the City could afford to supply power 
outside consumers at favourable 
rates, as the revenue w'ould help to 
keep down-the overhead charges in the 
city.
His VVorphip considered that this 
as hardly feasible. The cheapest form 
transmission line would cost $1,000
IV
of
ous. The climatic conditions that in 
most places necessitate irrigation, the 
careful cultural practices producing ra- 
pid growth in the trees, and the fact 
that the orchards are still young, are 
the chief factors which account for its 
unusual severity. On the other hand, 
however, owing to the fact that the 
various communities are isolated be­
cause of the mountainous nature of the 
country, and also owing to the varying 
success of campaigns for eradication in 
these communities, the disease is much 
more : pronounced in some localities 
than in others. There even occur two 
districts from w h ich  the disease has 
never ypt been reported, namely, Kcrc- 
meos and Creston.
During the past year, encouraging 
results have followed a very active gen­
eral campaign on the part of the grow­
ers. This campaign, which was orgdfl-
Determine The Size Of The Prun­
ed Twig In Which The Disease  ̂
Can Over-Winter
Owing to a number of inquiries con­
cerning the, necessity of destroying 
small winter primings affected with 
Fire Blight, it was thought advisable 
to get some definite data on the size of
pruned lim bs‘which would hold over
the live bacteria until activity was re­
newed in the trees.
Accordingly, diseased limbs were 
pruned at different dates during the 
winter and kept in the open until the 
spring. The first prunings were made 
in November and the limbs selected 
varied in size from one inch to one- 
quarter of an inch in diameter. In 
March and April, isolations were, made 
from these. The method of isolating 
the bacteria was to remove with a 
flamed scapel a small piece of c'hm- 
bium at the junction point between'dis­
eased and healthy tissue. This was 
then placed on a slant tube of potato 
agar and the cultures incubated at 
room temperatures. In three or four 
days, characteristic colonics of Bacil­
lus amylovorus (Fire Blight) appear­
ed. The pathogenicity of the cultures 
obtained in these experiments was tes­
ted out during the summer months on 
young pear seedlings in cheesecloth 
cages.. Infection occurred on all suc­
culent branches inoculated. The organ­
ism was then rc-isolatcd on potato agar 
and is bciiinr kept alive in the labora­
tory. -
Cultures were obtained from prun­
ings of all the different dates, includ­
ing those taken in November. The size 
of the pruning had, apparentlyi no ef­
fect on the ability of the organism to 
'over-winter therein. It was-found that 
a ,twig; a9 small as one-quarter of- an 
inch in diameter, pruned in November, 
contained live bacteria as late as April 
26. Guitrires set up after this date 
failed to give any growth of the organ­
ism, The twigs by this time, however, 
had bedoriie irirtch dried and shrivelled.
The Longevity Of Bajsillus ;
Amylovorus In Honey 
There has often been expressed by 
growers a bebef that the Fire Blight 
organism must over-winter in other 
ways thari, in; hold-over,' Cankers. It 
has been a^kridrif it were possible for 
the organism to live a sufficient time 
in honey to over-winter in it. I t was 
decided, therefore, jo run a series of 
experiments to test out its; longevity. 
Test tubes containing a small quantity 
of extracted honey were inoculated 
with a '• loopful'■ of bacteria. From 
these test tubes, isolations were made 
by talcing a Joopful of the honey and 
spreading it out on potato agar in slant 
tubes. These were then incubated at 
room temperatures. In from three to 
-seven days, characteristic colonies of 
Bacillus amylovorus appeared. Four 
different sets of such inoculated test 
tubes of. ten tubes each were used. 
Bacteria froni the first two of these 
sets were obtairied from cultures on 
potato agar that had been transferred 
several times after their isolation from 
the plant. For the other two sets, 
bacteria were obtained from cultures 
that had just been set up from, inocul-; 
ated applfis used in another experiment. 
These latter cultures appeared much 
more vigorous than those used in the
previous cases. In the first two sets 
the bacteria were all dead by the end 
of the sixth day; in the latter sets the 
organism is yet alive./ Of these, the 
former w as inoculated on January 9 
and the latter on January 29. The 
greatest length of time, itp to the -pre- 
serit, that the culture has remained a- 
live is from January 9 to February 26, 
The honey of the first set of the cul­
tures was sterilized previous to the in­
oculation. The remaining three sets 
were not sterilized. The last set was 
heated to a point beyond which it did 
not re-crystallize when cold. , Isola­
tions were pure in all cases except one 
where a fo rei^  yellow bacterium ap­
peared. Cultures, set up from checks 
were sterile.
To Determine The Longevity Of Bac­
illus Amylovorus In  The Mature Fruit 
Owing to the recent legislation by 
the Government of Australia against 
the importation of apples, pears and 
other fruits susceptible to Fire Blight, 
a suggestion was made by the Domin­
ion Botanist to determine the possibil­
ity of mature fruit carrying the disease 
a sufficient length of time to be a detri­
ment to industries in a foreign country 
by the shipping to such country of in­
fected fruit. To determine this possi­
bility, experiments were cavried out 
on three varieties of apples, namely, 
Rome Beauty, Jonathan and Grimes 
Golden, a box of each being used. The 
applc!| were inoculated on October 24 
and November 13. The method of in­
oculation was to puncture deeply the 
flesh of the apple with a platinum nee­
dle plentifully smeared with the organ­
ism. The point of inoculation was 
marked with a circle of ink. Inocu­
lated apples were then wrapped and 
placed in ordinary storage. At inter­
vals, usually of seven driys, three ap­
ples of each variety wtjrc taken out
land isolations made from these. .The 
method of isolation was to ‘cut away 
the skin and outer tissue at the point 
of inoculation with jx flariicd' scalpel. 
A small piece of flesh through: which 
the, needle had passed in inoculation 
was then taken out and placied on a 
slant tube of potato agar, These cul­
tures iVere incubated at room temper­
atures. Checks were also set up at 
each isolation, consisting of a piece of 
'tissue removed, in the same ! manner as 
for the other cultures but taken, front 
the opposite side of the apple;: ; , [
- To date, March 1, 203, cultures have 
been set up and in every case character­
istic cultures of Bacillus amylovorus 
have been obtained. " .
; In connection with these experi^ 
ments, an interesting point noted was 
that whenever an inoculated. apple 
chanced to have been rotted by k fungf 
us, particularly I^eriicilliurii. exp^nsum> 
the bacteria oozed from the. point of 
inoculation in a : small'drop;.; ••
MANITOBA APPLES
Kelowna, Feb; 9, 1924.
To the . Editor,
Kelowna Courier. , •*.
Dear Sir:—
I read with interest in last issue of the 
“Courier,’’ your article on apple grow­
ing in Manitoba. The writer lived for 
years within a - few miles o f ; the farm 
and orchard of the late Mr. A. P. Stev­
enson, of Nelson, Man., who was well 
known as the pioneer horticulturist of 
that Province, and whose services (as 
a lecturer) on that and kindred sub­
jects were in much 'demand all over the 
prairies.
Mr. Stevenson was an expert and en­
thusiast in that line of work, and there 
is no doubt but that his efforts in grad­
ually improving and, in the end, pro­
ducing apples and other fruits of fair­
ly good quality and hardiness met with 
a considerable measure of success.
I t  is now a good many years since I 
last saw his orchard, but I have heard 
that he has shipped as many as 300 
barrels of apples in one season, which 
met with a ready sale in Winnipeg and 
other places. Usually, much of the 
fruit he produced was sold right at 
home in his orchard. I understand that 
the Experimental Farm at Morden, a 
few miles further south, has also been 
.engaged in the work of endeavouring 
to produce apples trees suitable for 
that rigorous climate and apparently 
with some success,' as I read recently 
that the Manager intimates that there 
is no reason why every prairie farmer 
should not now have a small home or­
chard of his own. This may in a sense 
be true, but only a very small propor­
tion of prairie farmers will ever'give 
the time, care and attention to even a 
small orchard which is required to 
make it a success, and the apples pr<^ 
duced will never compete with the 
first-class standard varieties grown in 
B. C.
The policy at present being advo­
cated here of eliminating all the poorer 
varieties grown in the valley is assur­
edly a good one, as each succeeding 
year will find ’t more difficult to dis­
pose of them to advantage.' This ac­
complished, the Okanagan need, never 
fear any competition it may ever meet 
with on the prairie from home-grown
fruit.
Yours truly,
T. REN-VVICK.
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R O E E S S I O H A L  &
DR  ̂ il. W. N.'SHEPHERD
, '' '• 'DENTISt i;'
Cor.penaQsi Si, and Lawranco Av«.
BURNE &  WEDDELL
Borrliiter, SoUcitow and , 
Notarlea Public 
Weddell John F. 
(E9tabU«)hed^903) 
KELOWNA, B. C.
NORRIS &  MCWILLIAMS
BARRISTERS. SOLICITORS, 
NOTARIES PUBLIC
(Succcssora to R- B. Kerr)
. . . .
' VftOUW\,vo \/a0 TT*
Roweliffe Block. Kelowna,
niTCHIE SHAW
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS.
n o t a r i e s  PUBLIC 
Wlllits Block Kelowna, B.C.
H E R B E R T  V .  C R A I G
b a r r i s t e r -a t -l a w  
i „ICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC
te Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops).
KELOWNA - B.C.
MBS. A  J .  PBITCBABD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M. , 
Silver MedalistH (London, ^England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: - - Casorso Block
Phone ,fl64 P. ,0. Box 294
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET METAL WOBKS
w . G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
Phoniea: Bits. 164 Rea. 91
P. O. Box 22
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
' Quarryi ig and Cut Stone Con- 
'^tractors. Monuments,, Tombstonea 
and General Cemetery Work. 
'Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F. W . GROVES
Consulting Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
SurTeyn and Reports on Irrljration Works
J r \ . xt— - 'Applications for Water Licenses
KELOWNA, B. C.
m  u m  IS FULL o f I i i l t t  THINGS(YOU  SH O U LD N 'T . MISS I
rUE KELOWNA COURIER
. i .'A'WD ' ' . , '
Olranagaii O rc h a rd ls t.
Owned and Edited by 
G. G. ROSE.
Circulation, 1,200
A good radio set in your home will 
bring you entertainment that you 
could not get otherwise ..unless you 
lived in a lar^c city. By merely at 
turn of the dials you can listen to 
lectures, orchestras, operas, dance 
music and educational features. 
Why miss all this when for a rea­
sonable price wc can supply you 
with a set that will provide enter-* | 
tainment all the year?
Radio sets arid parts^ priced to suit 
our pocket book. At the pioneer | 
adio House of the Okanagan.R;
Thomson & Cope
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
Phono 342
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any addi;css in the British Empire 
$2.50 per year. To the United 
States and other foreign countries. 
$3.p0 per year.
I'Thc C bU RlER docs not necessarily 
endorse the sentiments of any 
contributed article.
To ensure acceptance, ail manuscript 
should be Icgib!;’' written on one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
Letters to the editor will not be ac 
cept '̂.d for publication over a "nOm 
de plume"; the writer’s correct name 
must be appcn(][cd.
CONCERT, SUPPER AND
DANCE AT BENVOULIN
United Farm Women Provide A Very 
Plctisant Evening’s Entertainment
, Contributed matter received after 
Wednesday nOon will nof be pub 
lished until the following wo^k.
THERE'S only one way 
of finding out how desirable 
pur pastry is. Take^ a cake 
—try a' pie and you’ll say, 
“This is fine.” \Vhen you’re 
fed by our breud you will 
say ‘T h is  for mine.’V All. 
of the products of our bak­
ery enjoy a first-class family 
reputation.
Sutherlanii’s Bakery
ADVERTISING RATES
Classified Advertisements—Such as 
For Sale, Lostj Found, Wanted 
etc., under heading "Want Ads.” 
First insertion, IS, cents per^ line; 
each additional insertion, without 
change p£ matter, 10 cents per litic 
Minimum charge per - wccIl 30 
cents;- 'Count five words to line. 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as a word 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/o 
The Courier, if desired, 10 cents 
extra.
Transient and Contract Advertise­
ments—Rates quoted on application 
Legal and Municipal,: Advertising- 
First insertion, 'IS cetits per line 
eacji ^subsequent insertion^ 10 cents 
per line.
CoUtract advertisers will please note 
diat, to insure insertion in the cur­
rent wtek’s issue, all changes o 
advertisements must reach this
office by Monday night. This rule 
• - '  iris in the mutual nterests of patrons
Phone 121 Bernard Ave.
and publisher, to avoid a congestion 
Wednesday atid Thursday and
ABBOTT &  McDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Hewetsbn & Mantle Block
JOSEPH ROSSI
CONTRACTOR
Plastering and Masonry 
Office t - D. Chapman Bam  
Phone 298
WOOD FOR SALE
. Pine and Fir. Quality and quan­
tity guaranteed. Price, $3.50.
J. W, C. THOMPSON 
Phone 3154
COAL
Coalmont Lump ........... —. $10.50
(B.C. coal) Egg Nut ....... $9.80
Newcastle Lump     $12.20
(Drumhellcr) Egg Nut .... $10.40
City Delivery ............ $1.00 per ton
Phone your requirements to 371
A M PBELL
GAL
O M PA N Y
Yard - - - Cawston Ave.
Office : at The Jenkins Co. barn
SOUTH OKANAGAN 
ELECTORAL DISTRICT
- Notice is hereby given that the final 
-date for closing the List of Voters for 
the South Okanagan Electoral Dis­
trict will be 2Sth, February, 1924.
Aiid that a Court of Revision will be 
held in my Office, Bernard Ave., Ke­
lowna, on Monday, 7th, of April, 1924. 
p . H. RAT^TENBURY, 
Registrar 'of Voters for South; 
26-2c pkanagan.
i
1̂
COMFORTABLE
READING
Is possible to all when 
your eyes have been pro­
perly tested and fitted 
with glasses.
In testing we use the 
most modem instruments 
and prescribe the best 
lenses procurable.
CONSULT US ABOUT  
YOUR EYES.
on _______ ,
consequent night work, and tc 
facilitate publication of The Courier 
so as to reach country customers 
before Saturday.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14th, 1924
We were glad to receive the infor­
mation from one of our readers that 
the “trap” spoken of in last issue was 
hot set by a Glenmore "resident.” We 
are still jealous for our good name, as 
was shown by a phone message with 
this information from a resident, just 
after the Courier arrived in the valley 
on Friday afternoon.
The regular monthly meeting of the 
G. F. G. A. was not held on Monday 
.evening, as there lacked one to form 
a quorum. The chief reasons probably 
were the'condition of the roads, espec­
ially on the north and east sides, and 
the fact that the annual water meeting 
was called for the following night. To 
tramp through mud on two consecutive 
evenings .was not ah enticing prospect, 
and the annual meeting was chosen ra­
ther than the regular monthly meet­
ing as the one to attend. The counter 
attraction in town also accounted for 
a few. The meeting of March 10th 
(mark the date now) should be inter­
esting, as Messrs. H. H. Evans and 
■Venables, of Vernon, are to be the 
speakers.
$15.50 B E E S $15.50
A number of Kelowna friends ar­
ranged a surprise party at the home 
of Mr." and Mrs. J. N. Cushing on a 
recent Wednesday evening. Progress­
ive whist was played and an enjoyable 
time was spent by all.
While the thaw continues, unless one 
has business on the Glenmore roads 
northwards, our advice is—-don't try 
them. Especially on alkali patches, 
cars find difficulty and the roads are 
made worse. • ♦ «
ITALIAN or CARNIOLAN. FULL
Colonies. From Pure Bred Gentle 
Stock, prolific Young Queen heads 
each Colony. Standard Equipment. Re­
versible bottom, dovetailed Brood 
Chamber, Inner Cover and  ̂Metal Top 
Outer Cover, all well painted. NO 
DISEASE. Orflers shipped Strictly 
in Rotation from April 15th. Will con­
tract date of shipping or Forfeit $1.00 
per day, after date. $15.50 per Colony. 
Prices on Fully Equipped Colonies, on 
request. Order early, only 80 Colonies 
to sell. 25% cash with order. Balance 
by April iSth.
TH E BENVOULIN APIARIES 
Box 206, Kelowna, B. C..
2S-tfc Alex. Mott, Prop.
EAST KELOWNA POUND 
DISTRICT
Pound Notice
Notice is hereby given, _ under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that 
one dark brown horse, branded ^  one 
dark brown mare, no visible brand; one 
dark brown horse, no visible brand; 
were impounded in the Pound kept by 
the undersigned on _ the N.W. of 
Section 11, Township 26, on Friday, 
February 8th, 1924.
R. C. CARRUTHERS,
26-2c • Poundkeeper.
The following extract from a letter 
recently received in Glenmore from a 
nurseryman in Milton, Oregon, maj' 
be interesting to our readers:
“We have had a fine winter here, 5 
degrees below zero the coldest. Only 
abput-a week of near zero weather and 
about eight inches of snow.. The past 
two days have been almost like spring, 
so far as temperature, but we have had 
quite a bit of rain, a little in excess of 
normal. Wheat is making a splendid 
growth as a result. We had one of 
the biggest crops of wheat and fruit 
ever harvested in the valley. We also 
lost almost all the fruit crop, that is. 
fruit growers received nothing for 
their fruit. This is the case with the 
prune crop. Something like 1,200 cars 
shipped out, and’ growers did not re­
ceive one single penny return and had 
to pay picking out of their own pock­
ets. That, was an awful blow to the 
valley. Wheat has been and is nov/ 
cheap, so the farmers have been hard 
hit and we are too, to a great extent 
suffering along with the rest. We em­
ploy about forty men the year round, 
.and this keeps us scratching to keep 
the pay-roll ready.”
The BenvouUn United Farm Women 
held a very aucccsaful concert, supper 
and dance in the Mission Crccic School- 
house oil Friday, Feb. 8th. The chair 
Was taken at 8 p.ni. by Mr. J. W. 
Jones, M.L.A., who in his usual witty 
style announced each item.
The following programme was giv­
en: Pianoforte sole, “Blair Athol," Mr. 
Jl Borthwick; ciicorc, ballet from “Cal- 
lirhoc.” Quartette, “jenks’ Vegetable 
Compound,” Messrs.^ D. Macfarlanc, 
A. Smith, W. Cook and E. O. MacGin- 
nis; encore, “Annie Laurie,” , Song, 
“The Old-fashioricd House,” Mr. T. 
Griffiths; encore, “Gome Back Old 
Pal.” Duct, “iMatriinonial Sweets,” Mr. 
and Mrs. L. Dilworth. Song, “Ships 
that Pass in the Night/’ Mrs. R. Cor-; 
per; encore,"Let's go down' the Roa< 
Together.” Selection, “Songs and Sin 
gers," Mr. E; O. MacGimiis. Song, “O 
Promise Me,” Mrs. Trenwith, violin' 
obligato, Mr. F. Winstonc; encore, 
“Love Sends a Gift of Roses;” Sketch, 
“The Runaway Grandmother,” Mr. and 
Mrs. A. H.,DcMara and Miss A. OIc- 
sbn. Song, “Shipmates o’ Mine,” Mr 
J. C. Taylor; encore, “My Ain Wee 
Hoosc.” Selection, violin and piano, 
from “H Trovatorc,” Mr. and Mrs. F. 
Winstone. Song, “I Heard a Thrush 
at Eve;” encore, “I Passed by your 
Window,’' Mrs. Lea. Musical mono­
logue, “Cured';'’ encore, recitation, “Je­
mima’s Courtship,” Mrs. A. H. Dc- 
Mara.
After a very hearty vote of thanks 
had been given the artistes, supper was 
served and then the dancing commen 
ced, which was kept up 4ill 1.30 a.m. 
A: very large, number were present 
from Kelowna and the building was 
packed. The comhiittee responsible for 
this successful affair were: Mrs. A. H 
DeMdra, Mrs. L. Dilworth and Mrs. 
J. J. Staples, who were assisted by a 
number of friends.
METHODS OF
TREATING MANGE
Mange, scabies, or itch is a pestileh- 
tial and serious contagious disease of 
the skin to which every domestic ani­
mal is liable. A bulletin, just issued 
from Ottawa, of which Dr. George 
Hilton, Chief Veterinary Inspector of 
the Health of Animals Branch, is the 
author, goes thoroughly into the nature 
of the disease, V describes the rapidity 
with which it develops in horses, cat­
tle and sheep, and prescribes the most 
effective treatment. T^e bulletin, which 
can be Had free on application to the 
Publications Branch, Ottawa, is one 
that should be in the hands of every 
owner, breeder, dealer and veterinary 
surgeon, especially as Under the Ani­
mals Contagious Diseases Act each arid 
every one ,is required to immediately 
report to the nearest veterinary inspec­
tor any suspected existence of the dis­
ease. The rapidity with which the dis­
ease may develop is illustrated by the 
fact that,reproduction of the insect giv- 
ing 'rise to it is at the rate of a million 
and a half in three months. In addi­
tion to the prescriptions contained in 
the Bulletin, a list of disinfectants, with 
methods of preparation and use, can be 
lad free bn application to the Veteriri 
ary Director General, Ottawa.
’John!” screamed Mrs. Peckmore 
in the stillness of the riighL as some- 
jody stumbled over the lower stair, “is 
that you?”
“No, m’dear,” . called back Mr. Peck- 
moore, a trifle unsteadily, “I ’m a burg; 
ar. Call the police.”
RUTLAND
NOTICE
TAKE NOTICE that the partner­
ship heretofore existing between John 
T. Rothwell and John Small under 
the name of Kelowna Auto Painters 
has been dissolved as of this date.
John T. Rothwell will not be respon­
sible for any debts contracted' after 
this date under the name of Kelowna 
Auto Painters.
J. T. ROTHW ELL.
Dated at Kelowna, B. C.,
February, 14th, 1924. 26-lp
The many friends of Miss Amy 
Fleming, who is now taking vocal 
training as well as a full commercial 
course at Columbian College, New 
Westminster, will be pleased to learn 
that her musical progress has been 
so marked that she has been requested 
to give a concerj over the New West­
minster radio tomorrow evening, Feb. 
l.S. between the hours of 7.30, and 8.30. 
She will be accompanied by Miss Win­
ter, her teacher. Local radio fans should 
endeavour to tune in on what should 
be some very interesting numbers.
The old-fashioned party held in the 
Community Hall on Wednesday of 
ast week was a gratifying success. 
Some eighty ladies and gentlemen 
were present and a most enjoyable 
timfe was spent in music, cards and 
dancing.
* * *
Those who attended the Methodist 
Church on Sunday evening to hear 
Rev. Dr. Darwin, Superintendent of 
Missions for British Columba, were 
rewarded by a vigorous address on the 
work of the Methodist Church both at 
home and abroad. Dr. Darwin renewed 
the acquaintance of a number of old 
friends whom he had met on the prai­
ries in past years and expressed him­
self as deeply gratified at what he had 
seen at the three appointments of Rev. 
Frank Stanton, the local pastor, that 
day.
In vivid and picturesque language 
he gave his congregation an insight 
into the work the Missionary Society 
of the Methodist Church of Canada is 
doing not only in China and Japan 
but amongst the miners, lumbermen, 
Indians and Orientals, fishermen and 
the outlying settlers in the different 
provinces of the Dominion. This work, 
he pointed out, was all done at an 
administrative cost of but twelve cents 
on the dollar, leaving eighty-eight 
cents for direct missionary efforts. He 
had examined the financial statements
^'GROCERY
SURPRISES
QRbCERY
. SURPRISES
Y fith ' Free Delivery.
Our Royal Blond Coffee 
is a combination of fine
coffees producing a per­
fec t. blend of strength' 
and exquisite flavor.
In order to introduce 
tlicsc two special blends 
wc arc oflcriiig a very 
special price for one 
week.
Royal Blend Tea, lb. 69c 
, Royal Blend Cof­
fee, lb. .............. . 43c
Free Demonstration in 
our Grocery Depart­
ment Saturday afternoon
G E T  I T  A T
TH E BEST IFOR LESS
Dry GoodSy Men's and Boy'a Dept. Phone 58 
Groqery Phone 35
With F r ^  Delivciy.
FUMERTON’S Royal 
Blend T ea . and Coffee, 
, put ,up absolutely air­
tight and moisture-proof 
. packages, preserving the 
full strength and aroma 
in all its purity. Our 
Royal Blcqd Tea is care­
fully ^elected from the 
finest gardens of Cey­
lon apd India and comes 
direct from the gardens 
to ue. :
‘  I t  P a y s  T o  P a y  C a s l i ’ '
BUYING AND SELLING FOR CASH IS TH E ONLY W AY THAT IT IS POSSIBLE  
FOR US TO KEEP ON SELLING MERCHANDISE A T TH E VERY LOW PRICES 
W E ARE OFFERING. GET THE HABIT. COME TO OUR STORE-rPAY CASHr-
AND GET THE LOW EST PRICES POSSIBLE.
T&eNew-TypcCDirse 
W o m e n  W o w  
D e m a n d
A CAMILLE is head and shoul­
ders above other corsets for real 
freedom and solid comfort, plus 
the support so nixwssaiy to health.
M en’s N ew  S pring  SKoes
AT GREAT SAVINGS.
Men’s nut brown Oxford, 
Goodyear welt sole and 
rubber heel, Oxfords. 
Mciri who insist on good 
footwear will make iio 
mistake in chbosihg ' this 
, handsome Oxford. It is 
Slater throughout and the 
latest 1924 model. All
.............. $ g ^ 9 5sizes.
Men's smart style Oxford in darjc mahogany shade.
Made from specially selected leather and $5.95
is a wonderful fit. February Sale
Men's Invictus Slater Shoies, $7.95 '
Men tell us these are wonderful bargains in good shoes. 
They are selling fast at this remarkable low price for 
a genuine Slater Shoe. Goodyear welted in 9 different 
styles to choose from. This includes the famous cush-
ion sole. Also the latest lasts for 1924. $7.95
February Sale Price ....... .̂... .......................'
Men's Leckie Work Boots, Leckie through-* 
ou t; all sizes. February Sale
That is why we recommend them—«uid 
show a full line every day in the year. 
Models as low as $3.;
M EN'S WEAR AT FEBRUARY SALE PRICES
See La Cainille, “the most comfort­
able corset in the world.” Examine the 
famous Ventilp feature. Ask for our 
reasons why these twin rows of air 
space, front and back, give you greater ̂  
comfort. Then put one on and feel this 
greater comfort; you’ll be content with 
pnthing but La CamiUc ever after. .
Price, $2.50 and $3.50 
$4.50 and $6.50
Men’s Genuine $4.50 Hats selling for $2.95;
This includes the famous Brock and Wolthausen Cana­
dian made Hats. They come in real fur made felt, 
assorted shapes and all shades. dK k
February Sale .............................. ......................
Men's Shirts $1.95
Men’s Shirts, values extraordinary. Splendid fabrics* new 
patterns. This is the store where you can buy real shirt
values. They come direct from the factory, $1.95
clean, crisp and new. February Sale ....
Men’s fine Cashmere and Llama Sox, all colors 
and sizes. February Sale .........
Men’s 75c Suspenders, selling for................ ...... 50t
59c
LOOK FO R  T K E SB  T W IN  ROW S 
They give cozeet cotn/orJ
:
“ O u r B oys”
BOYS’ W EAR AT FEBRUARY SALE PRICES
Boys’ genuine Leckie Boots, for the active lad here is a splendid
Boot which will give maximum of comfort arid service. $3.45
Sizes 9 to 13j4> February Sale ...........
Sizes 1 to 5 $3.95
Best Values in Boys'Pants *
Serviceable lined Blodhiers and Knickers of good quality Tweeds.
They have belt loops and real pockets. All sizes, _ $1.95
February Sale
Boys’ fine’ quality Caps in assorted patterns. Feb. Sale, each .... 9Sc
We have grouped together se­
veral lines of D. & A. Corsets, 
values to $5.00, which we are 
selling at $1.25 and $3.25.
Bojrs’ Underwear at Reduced Prices. This includes the famous Wat­
son Underwear for boys. In medium weight. Shirts
and Drawers, all sizes, each
BOYS’ OVERCOATS and SUITS are priced at 
FEBRUARY SALE PRICES.
$80,000 on the year’s work and this 
meant that either the work had to be 
curtailed or economies effected. In the 
latter case this had been achieved to 
some extent by co-operation in the 
mission work with the Presbyterian 
Church on the prairies. This led the 
rev. gentleman to state that, whatever 
might be the outcome of the efforts 
to obtain church union, this was ac­
tually an accomplished fact already on 
the prairies arid'would re m a in s . He 
emphasized the fact that the interests 
of the Kingdom of God were far ^ab­
ove those of any particular denomina­
tion.
One of the interesting phases of 
work touched upon was that amongst 
the non-English-speaking European 
settlers on the prairjes, who comprise 
43 per cent of the population. He 
pointed out the importance of teaching 
them Canadian ideals, as otlierwisc 
they would impose their lower stan­
dard of ideals upon the people of Cana­
da.
In pleading for the financial support 
of members and adherents of the 
church. Dr. Darwin made it evident 
that he was well acquainted with the 
difficulties confronting, the frujt grow­
ers in regard to low prices. He stated 
that many families on the prairie had 
been hit far harder than those in B. C., 
as they had nothing whatever to show 
for all their labour. At the worst, heFirst Salesman—^That’s a pretty and reports of the leading banks and 
frugal lunch you’re having. On a diet?
Second Salesman—No. On commis-j so*̂ low*̂ as
Bronx Home News. [ Church. There was a deficit of over ly has to do without apple sauce butSion.
also oatmeal. A contribution of six 
cents a week per member for the year 
would make up the British Columbia 
quota for missions, which was $41,000, 
He urged his hearers, in conclusion, to 
give their best, not to think of the 
sacrifice but the privilege of giving.
At the conclusion of the address, sub­
scription lists were handed around for 
those who would give to the funds. 
m m m
The senior basketball team of the 
Boy Scouts again tried conclusions 
with the Kelowna Scouts at Kelowna 
on Friday evening and, although they 
returned beaten by 31 to 23 points, 
they made a much better showing 
than on previous occasions, thanks to 
the practice they are getting at the 
Community Hall these days.
The play was very even during the 
first period, the city team being only 
one point ahead at half time, when 
the score stod 14 points to 13. During 
the second period, however, the Ke­
lowna team outplayed their opponents 
and piled on 17 points to Rutland’s 10, 
Allen and Kenneth Dalglcish and Max 
Mitchell were the scorers for Rutland, 
whose team was as follows: Forwards. 
Allen Dalglcrsh, Max Mitchell and 
Kenneth Dalglcish; right guard, Eld- 
red Howes; left guard, Jack Kemp.
* * ♦
The final meeting of the Quarter!
Official Board of the Methodist Church 
prior to conference was held on Sat­
urday night in the Parsonage. Rev. 
Oliver Darwin, D. D., was present, and 
a hearty invitation was extended to
Rev. Frank Stanton to remain another 
year, all the members paying high 
tribute to the good work he has done 
despite the hard timcs..Rcv. Mr. Stan­
ton has done good service during the 
past three years, both in the church 
work and among the-boys of the dis­
trict, and we arc sure we »are voicing 
the feeling of his many friends when 
vve express the wish that he may de­
cide to stay another year.
* * * '
■We regret to announce the death of 
another Rutland resident in the person 
of Mr. G. H. Tricl^ who passed away 
at his home on Friday last after a 
paralytic stroke. Mr. Trick, who had 
attained the age of 62 years, had been 
ill for two. or three weeks and the end 
was not unexpected. Though of a 
quiet dispositiori,^'hc had, during the 
two years he was in the district, prov­
ed to be a good neighbour and had 
made many friends.
Mr. Trick was one of those who 
helped to build the C. P. R. across 
Canada, and bought the property 
owned by Mr. Btili when that gentle­
man went to Alberta two years ago. 
He is survived by. his wife and three 
daughters.
The United Farmers arc to hold a 
m'ceting in the School ba.scmcnt next 
Monday evening, when Mr. J. 'W. 
Jones, M. L. A.j has consented to tell 
of the work done at the last meeting 
of the Provincial Legislature. It is 
'hoped that there will be a good attend­
ance of members.
I
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Fifteen* cents per line, each inser­
tion; minimum charge, 30 cents. 
Count five words to line. Each 
initial and group of not more 
than, five fiirures counts as 
word. .
Announcements Local and Personal
MARRIAGE
Saucier~>de Montretiil
OKANAGAN COW 'TKSTING  
ASSOCIATION
A very pretty ceremony took place 
1 at the Church of ,tlic Immaculate Coii-
jccption on 'FucMlay mc^iiing, Feb. 12. 
/fi<
Butter-Fat Results For The Month | 
Of January
w hen the Rev, Father F. Verbeke uu'j The following is a list of cows inMr. and Mrs.,T. Pitt and Mrs. I. H, t?.. i < .• a
iTrcnwith left yesterday on a trip to ^  h O k a n a g a n  Cow-Icstnig Assoeia-
Ithc Coast. ' •»' I Saucier, son ôf Mr. and Mrs. Joseiih|tion that gave 45 lbs.* or̂  more of|
I Saucier, and Miss Margaret Bcauvilain buttcr-hit for the inontli of January. 
Mr. and Mrsj Lazton, of Bury St. <!aughtcr of Madame H. The, name of the cow is given first,
JFirst insertion: 15 cents per line;
each additiotial insertion, 10 cents 
per line. Minimum charge per | 
week, 30 cents.
drscmcntr subject to the minimuni 'wiimn* Rtnr̂  ̂ IEdinunils'^EiiKland^ Bcauvilain dc Mohtreuil. The groomltlicn breed, lbs. of milk, lbs. of buttcr-
•cluirge as stated ahove, i;ach initial, pr-M athison, dentist. Willits  ̂ was supported by his brother Mr. A. fat, and name of owner,
i^abbreviation or group of figures not tcicpnonc **̂ * ^ ^  „ u c i ** • L. gaucicr, and Miss Mary Catherine Three Years And Over
•4:xcecding five counts as one word, Th,.!-,. ;« t,n ntmiUnr Saucier aetdd as bridesmaid. The wed- 1. Spottic, Jersey-Holstcin, 1,455,1
siknd five words count as one line.  ̂ radio fans at the Fmpress Th^trc'M ’V î'̂ ®® immediate 74.2; Napier & Patterson, Armstrong.
■, If ,0 dMlrcd, advcrti»cr. may liavc Saturday candy spccals. I5-ttc mmo s S a y  afternoom “S'* " 2- Jcwic. Holatciu, 2,241, 73.9; F. J.
lumberj •  •  •  , | vaa and after the wedding breakfast at the Day, Kelowna. |
Mrs. Walter Charman and c h i l d r e n * * ' ^ ? ° * ” ** parents on Rich-1 ^  Crip, Ayrshire Grade, 1,680, 73.9;
. returned on; Saturday from England, the happy couple Icit on a J. T.'Mutric, Vernon.
20-tfcjwhcre they spent several months visi-l Vip. r 11 ,• Grade,
* # * ting relatives • ■ point of view of old-timers 68.2; J. Spall, Kelowna.
Tr..n<.fy.r Plintif 7? nf ’ 111 the vallcy tliis weddiiig was a verv 5. Brindy, Jersey-Shorthorn, 1,320,1
iranstcr. tr-nonc /£  o n  ^  ^  Hauck, o f C ourtenay, "Vt^cs^ing ortc, the maternal grand- 67.3; Napier & Patterson.
Vancouver Island, arrived by the af- Ufton, Holstein, 1,968, 64.9; J.|
■M.. i/.'tK'fini* rtf rtinM I tcriloon boat on Saturday for a two “P ■Mr. John Bprthwick, teitchcr of plan- visit with Mr; and Mrs. M. “* o* 7- Speckle,
spring Reflections in
The Neto Millinery
ircpiiea addressed to a b o x , n er., 
*carc of The Courier, and forwarded 
1(16 their private address', or delivered 
<m call at office. For this service, add] 
lO xcnto to cover postage or filing.
Plan to meet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN’S 1,950,1
FOR SALE^Miseellaneous
Holman’s 
1254. •
FO R SALE OR RENT—Good mixed ......^............................,
'Jarm as going concern. Apply, No. ofortc and singing, begs to announce I ’
•431, Courier. 26-28-30-3c| he now rc^dcs on r l r “"'**‘ a .....,.,.. I H i*
good condition. H. C. Atack, P.O. 
^Dox .725, Kelowna. 26-3p
« *.
_______________________ ___________  , [arycy, Avenue, 
FOR Ti TriTiPTlvlfi r ’AP for' sale I East of Richtcr Street, phone 4(B-Ll.j The-lectures
FORD TOURING CAR f_ ■ 21rtfc|.  ̂ 9. Jean, Jcrscy-Hpistcin, 1,449,57.9; |
place on the 19th and 20th, the sub-1 Jh e  groom’s^nclcs, | Dr. W._B. MpKcchnic,^ Armstrong.
, , -  ,  - , - ------- F Guernsey Grade, 1.450.
gall, riiis was Mr. Cypricn Lawrence, 62.0; Duggan Bros., Winfield,
who came to this district with the O- 8* Buttercup/ jersey Grade, .1,200,
to be given next w eekP '’’**̂® Fathers in 1865 .and secured a 60.0; J. P. Crait, Lavingtoii. 
mg, P. H, N., will take Va®‘ of land adjô ĵ iiiiig the original . , i t iii, ,
f\j\. __ t oÂ f. .̂-1. I IuiiTiinlir. MiRRinn. T̂ Ha orrAAtn’o ittirlAu I Tit* WT D h/(
JUST TH IN K  1 February 29th jeets chosen being “Maternity” .and . Louis and Charles 10. Pogis Dairymaid, Jersey, 1,152,
FIAY FOR SALE^Tim othy, clover I comes but once in four years. Keep “Carc of the Baby.” j Chnstien, were also well known to all 57.6; R. P. White, Lavingtoii.
M and alfalfa. Apply, W . D. Hobson, this date open for the Leap Year Bail j j thevearly settlers, and his mother, Mrs. H. Ruby, Jersey, 906, 56.1; J. H.
•Okanagan Mission. 26-tfc| given by the 3cout Auxiliary, 2S-3cj Ninety-five men arc now employed IJ*.̂ .®̂ ®'®*"* J.® ^hc only remaming mem-iDocksteader.
by the Provincial Department of Works I old-timc family I 12, B. C- Choice, Holstein,
................ ■ “ " --------- "'.8; F. J “in ditching and otherwise improving I Lawrence.T O R  SALE— ^®*-9Ui8 SPf*|2®i • uU' c u l I"* «u*u uuicr i c iiii^, wheat. Apply, M. Hcrcron. 26-2p{ . Old rim e, Dance m Ellison^School- Lh^ main Vcrnon-Kelowna road in thatl
'NPW  F n R n  fnr mlp Rnn 500 miles I • **̂ 9®®?̂ ® I portion which lies within the South^  *9*̂  I ? in aid of Nurses’ Home Furnishing hifin.'iffin eoimtitucnrv:9nly-W ill take ,h cu t,of $150.00 if sold .
54,
OBITUARY
'1^ Saturday. Terms if desired. No, 432, : 50̂ ^
C o u r i e r . ^ : , ; I V . 26-ip' 26-lc | Sergeant Instructor W. Woods, of Mr. James ^Porterthe headquarters staff of M. D. No. 11, V-v„ t?„u io*u Vu.,
Victoria, arrived by Monday’s boat ami-  B A S K E T B A L L. Championship ictoria, arrive  y o ay’s oat and occurred at the Kelowna Gcncr- J o
I. Games for Okanagan Title. Penticton will stay here two* weeks, dunng which ! j Hospital of Mr James Porter who ’__C.,....* T.T..11 I ftirtP Up < 3ir<t1 .rivp indfnipfirtn trt nil I . . ■I’'*/. J amCS iTOrXCr, Wno 1 j 7 Vlrtlpt.
Day.
13. Redwing, Jcrscy-Shorthorn, 1,-j 
266, 54.4; J. Birch, Kelowna.
14. Pegg, Jersey-Holstcin, 1,365,'| 
53.2: J. H. Dbckstcadcr, Armstrong.
15. Dona, Holstein Grade, 1,398,1 
53.1; J. M^cCallan, Armstrong.
16. Buttercup, Holstein Grade, 1,866, T
h e  freshness, the vivacity of the btulding 
season is mirrored in this group of
Grade, 1,080,
969,
PYRO FIRE EXTINGUISHER
Protcipf 'your family, home, factory, aUr vs. Kelowna at Scout Hall, Thursday, time h e ' wdl give nistruction to all been ailing for “̂ sonie months past L i I f ' ^  
tomobilc and garage. Order one today. Feb. 21st, at 8 p.m. Admission, ,40e arid ranks of “D”  ̂ Company,. R.M.R., on ^  ^ b?en taken t H h a T S t u t f o n  P ^ f t  Napier & Patterson
Price only $2.0pr For sale byyiE. L. 20c. This may be ydur last opportun- Monday and Wednesday evenings in ^  ®“ Brownie, Jersey Grade,
ClcmelFt. ^ ^ - - 25^2p|ily  to . «  the; local «cam» in H^ion^llhc: Scctfsl. Hall. , ’d S T S S k   ̂ Ro7a?cl jS,"cV  IIO
FOR ' SALE or E X C H A N G E -2J4 ° •  j The Kelowna Ba<lrainton; Club h a s k  066
£ 7  . A n.ee.jna 01 p lo w n a  Radio Assoc- - « t £ a s  r e l^ a 'J ;  N a p ' l l l A & V . S .
^rid  :^cIritosh‘ 1 acre rasoWried, C u t - b e  held_m the^EmpreSskQ^ t o u r n a r i i e n t , ^  21. Nancy, Holstein, ' 1,353, 50.0;
fn daL on_Sunday, Feb. 17ih, at 2.3^ wfiich commences today. The matches Coldstream Estate, Ltd., Vernon.
^SncV etT and?ntboi?d?ng,;S l membcrsb.p fees a n ,i|„ ,„  b„,b . . J  nhd bandieanifeo!" work 1915. He came .o ' -  -  ■will include both open ahd h a n d i c a p ., .̂11 
26-lc events and the finals will scarcely be ® sonic ten months ago and|
,083, 45.4;
FO R SALE—Dry pine and fir wood.
Apply, R. Lambly, Phone 392-R2.
 ̂ V 21-tfc
Monday morning, a C h i n a m a n D u g g a n  Bros.
Ah FoO appeared before Magis- r^ ”.®® ^ w* Doris, Jersey, 777,. 40.4; A. W.E. -W adderin tbe City Police Kelowna and .a j o n ,
on a charge of having supplied Last Kootenay. _______ _
Two Years Old, 40 lbs. .
Pill,; W ill pvrhnntfe'for house I ^   ̂ — ■” |cvcnts and the iinais in scarcely oe i 1. Ruth, Guernscy-Holstein, 1,533,
SOT” 206*'’KeloOTa b ''c ' 23-tfc nounci that she is taking adult pupils On - ----- — 1''“''“  ‘o ntonrn his loss in this p ro -ln ----------
iJOX d:uo, jveiowna, » . v.. -------- 1 3311 0̂0^  Dancing. Private lessons, named A '
Phone 505-R3. 26-lq trate E. , , - ..
' « ♦ •  * ■ I Court   c r e f i  s lie  rp. r , . . . - j 1. p , , .V_ . tj itmirtr trt an Indian TUrtmaa T indl(*v The funeral scrvicc was conductcd I
A Saturday Night Dance vnll be held 9 , Westbank Reserve He w * * * ®  undertaking par- The Scotffsh Society gaye a very cn- 
''̂ ®‘‘y ' ' ' ' ^ ® ® ^ l I frt,,nd rti,u*xr and opnfpnrpd trt na-ir *innhouts of the Kelowna Furniture Com-1 joyable dance on Friday evening. Good I
FO R  SALE—-Good hay with good CO-
<irip“ w eu ’cnrc7,"uiliMrform^^^^^ ' •  •  * months’ imprisonment. The fine was|
Delivered anywhere at reasonable c . G. I. T. Demonstration Night, P > *
tiprices. Apply. Anthony Casorso, Phone peb. 22nd, in United Church. 26-2c  ̂ ^g^y attendance I
293-L2. ------91 * * * I at the .Kelowna Rebekah ■ Lodge last .
TU#> i-Ptynlni* monthlv meetim; of the I night, when the members entertained I on the morning of Saturday, Feb. 9th,T h e regular monthl3r meeting ot tne| .B. .̂^  ̂ members, Oddfellows and|qf Mr. George Henry Trick,, who for|
Hats. They represent the la.st word 
in fashion newness and show vividly 
the beauty and color that is typically spring. 
Styles are so diverse, that one’s choice will 
appear as if accorded individual consideration.
PRICES ARE \MODERATE, TOO.
Neu) Spring Wash Goods
We have just opened up a large selection 
of the newest weaves for spring’ The mater­
ials this, year are pretty and serviceable^
COME IN AND LOOK THESE OVER.
music was furnished by Mrs. A.i Me-1
being Cemetery.
:a D
Millan arid Mi* W . Murray,- and .the | 
party did not br^ak up till 1.30 a.m.
PHONE 361 KELOWNA, B. C.
Mr. George Henry Trick
The death occ’urred at Rutland early I NOTICE
FO R  SALE—Mangels, at farm dr de-*^^7“ i P r  ’̂ u -V Ŷ iVrti-crt K-rtTrtivnn Parent-Teacher Association visiting members, Oddfellows and pr r. ueorge nenry iricK, wno tor
^ 21 tfci will be held in the Public School onLrieuds at a progressive 500 party. TheLh® past week had be^n seriously ill, 
Phone 293-L2.________________ T uL  Feb 19”h first prize was won by liirs. A. as^the result of a paralytic stroke.
V O R  S A L E -W ood l Woodl ^  i S d  W h e ^  and "the gentleman’s first prizej Mr. Trick, who was a native of On-
B est oualitv best service, price right. W. J. Knox will speak on “Things l |b y  Mr. (
% how I l S  .. .2r-4p| n6Becd:a.«ring..:iiiy -recent einttnination fconso^i-
Don’t Be Deceived by False 
' Rumours.
W. H. Pates is still the agent fori
N O TIC E!
^ tario, was sixty--two years of age and I ,® Reliable Products, and will IDr. I Fraser and the gentlemanIby Mr. C. Hubbard. The gentleman’s 1—-->•. •—  -—-.f -----v  —“ Iki *i,;o[consolation prize was won by a lady was one of the pioneers of Western pe calling around this district immed-
'26-Yc substitute, Mrs. G. Pettman, and the Canada, ^having been a resident of >ately. _  t i  r* A T*t?e
___ L>, V 1. r .If I - ■ ~  ̂ Iladv’s consolation orize bv Mrs T B.IPmeher Creek previous to the construe-1 W . x l. x 'A llliO
,B E E S-Itahan  bees.  ̂ . K  tion of the C. P. Ry. During the buil-| Vernon, B. C. 2S-2p
: free from disease, all ^aded^ _  ^  q£ gy-^gj.g  ̂ , ding of the main line he was for a time
rewrSbIe bot- L®®f Lelowna Schoolhouse on Tues- Celebration by the local Chinese of|resideritat Agassi:t, B. C., but return-
8 p.m.j at which their New Yea^ reckoned as 4261 in ed again to Alberta, where for many R UTLAND DRAINAGE DISTRICT
The President and Directors invite the Citizens 
of Kelowna to attend the
at the School.’
Annual Meeting of the above
A- i xj. v̂ . x-.vj. iiciu *»•-, '"M ciuaea on aaturoay nignt witn a minor I as iravcucr. an a =70,0. nc 1 emeu amm 1 District will be held on Wednesday,
•with o^ er; balMce by i^ r il p  j January 17th, 18th and 19th, 1924, and gjitjon of the terrific bombardment Of active business and settled on an or- 20th February, 1924, at 7.30 p.m., in the
”4hpny Casorso, Box oay, iveiowna^ . I qugĝ jQjj of _ forming a knackers, large anY siriall, and bombs chard at Rutland which he had pre-jSchooIhouse, Rutland, B. C.
• I jlocal Fruit Growers’: Association. '-I which opened the festivities and rriark-j viously purchased. . j W. F. SCHELL,
«?r\T>i3 A b r  AT VC in furniture ranees |2641c JOHN ,E. REEKIE, Director, ed their-progress from time to time'. The funeral service was held on A. L. CROSS,FOR BARGAINS in furnitû ^̂ ^̂  ̂ * * * The custom is to spend about six days Monday afternoonJn the^ undertaking J. McIVOR, . _
^Tinolcum, beds, etCy can . . . .  in vidting, feasting and . general holi- parlours of the Kelpwna Furniture Co. 26-lc Commissioners.!;the large variety at Jones & lempest.I g^gg^ pgj ^ggpgjgjjpnL^^ ^^ ĵ .̂ and was attended by a large number
' will hold their annual meeting on W ed-j ' | of friends and by. many members of the
I. O. O. F., the deceased having been
O ffic ia l O p e n in g
of the
H O S P I T A L  N U R S E S ’  H O M E
on Friday afternoon, 15th February, at 3 o’clock. 
His Worship the Mayor y îll perform the opening
ceremony.___  ̂ •
The Hospital Ladies Aid will serve tea. The
Winstone Orchestra has kindly offered to furnish 
music during the afternoon.
There will be no charge.
t?*-kt» cAT i? 17.*«a linr«e nnwer Scho- ’ The directors of the Kelowna G e n e r - -------- --------------. r , , 13 o’ĉ ^^  ̂ would like all in ter-k i Hospital have issued a very cordial for many years a member of that order 
fi®M-_99 lde_n mqmr Imat engine.^ . k sted  to be present.,Tea will_be given jq all citizens to attend the and a member of Manitou Lodge, Man-'
RUTLAND PO U N D  DISTRICT
gain. Write No. 368, Courier.
fFO RD COUPE for sale, or will ex­
change for good piano. Mason & 
.iRisch, Ltd. 23-tfc|
by the Committee. Financial Statement kpgjjjjjg jj,g ngw Nurses’ Home, itou, Man. The service was conducted
and Election of : Officers. 26-lc ^ h ic h  will take^^^^^  ̂ Act, that
* * •  'noon at 3 p.m. The ceremony IS to be I widow, hi_s daughters, Mjrs._G.JR. Johnri,,,^
Pound Notice
Notice is hereby given, under Sec-
PO ULTRY A N D  EGGS
The Hospital Ladies’ Aid are giving performed, by^His Worship Ma^ Krf,;,rtnti£ IlSeron' fh® Pound kept by the undersigned:
a house-warming party iri the new W. Sutherland. The Ladies Hospital Edmonton, and Mrs. W. K. xlereron, white face and feet
Nurses’ Home oR Tuesday, FeS. l?th. Aid w ill serve refreshments and Win- no v is i&  brand%n^ bay geldingVran-^
from 8 to 12 p.m. Cards and dancing, stone s Orchestra will furnish music benton, was Jcilied ôn ove^ea^service ------
SOME FEATURES OF
DURING  T H E  PA ST T E N  YEARS
W A N TE D  
. 397-L4.
Broody hens. Phone
26-3c
I Admission, 50 cents.
a •  *
on- left shoulder; and one
FO R  SALE-—Choice pure bred stock 
setting eggs. White Leghorn _ and | 
“Wyandotte. Phone 397-L4.
For The Best,
Go To Alsgard’s.
26-3c
W A N TED —Miscellaneous
'W A N T ED —Governess-cart in good 
condition, suitable for large donkey;
AWA I VVAAV. 0 Vi.̂ A X*AAV>0 am* **«».**• w  ̂ T T' J
26-lc I during the aftefrioon, so that a pleasant during the Great War. On T u es^ y  jjgj 
gathering is anticipated. morning the body was taken by his
\  family to Calgary, where the inter- , •*,. r 1 1. j  j
, Local officers on the Reserve'or the ment takes place (;oday, which will be M»®*̂  ®»*;® foal, branded ____
45-tfc Retired List of the Canadian Militia attended by the members of the Es- on left shoulder; on Wednesday, the
are reminded that, if they desire their ther Rebekah Lodge, of which the 30th day of January, 1924, =on the S.E.
xxr U0..0, ri;«;.. ''ames to be retained on the Militia deceased was also h member.  ̂ 5̂  of Section 23, Township 26.
•P.® List, they must report in Mr. Trick’s sudden demise wi|l be A. W. DALG LEISH,
will b® h®ld on Feb. 19th Officer Commanding, M. D. sincerely regretted by many friends 25-2c Poundkeeper. I
tish Society s Hall (over Glenn s store) 11, Victoria, B. C., each year in and deep syinpathy felt for his be-
commencing at 2 p.m. order that they may not be struck off. reaved relatives.
Officers ori the Reserve of Officers 
and I must report on or before - the 1st of. I A _ _•« i f jt ______xt... T»..x:__1 T ?-x
i-i . Cs  0> H
.£ ’|  
o o
tn . •O ^
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priVc moderate. Mrs. Newall, Oyama. 1265J‘*and^^foUow?ny’days^ iSpectlo^^ officers on the Retted List I r h INELA N D  RIOTS SPREAD
cordially invited. Arbuthnot & Jones, on or before the 1st of May._ This also TO BRITISH  ZONE
"■ 1 , 26-2e applies to officers on the Reserve o f
W ANTED—Guns bought or exchang- ’ •  i* « Officers, C.E.F., apd the Retired List,
ed. ’'Spurrier’s. 26-28-30-32-4c | CIRCULATING LIBRARY. I C-E-F., as they have now been absorb
EAST K ELO W NA PO U N D  
DISTRICT
Pound Notice
, Notice is hereby given, under Secr, 
COLOGNE,. Feb. 14.— T̂he wide- tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that
1914
1915 .....
1916 :....
1917 .....
1918 __
1919
W A N TED —Ads in this column bring To keep 
results. Fifteen cents a line, each | _b®,
m e Z e r s W  in^^ur CirculaffngMinimum charge per week, 30 cents. ^  ̂  !
*̂***'*̂ *̂*̂“ ̂  w*  ̂ r  ̂ I A111Â4 f  0v/» A E EIW Vx0»WS\» I
Pirmasens, Bavarian Palatinate, on Qjjg hind leg; one brown
$70,203
53,620
53,160
58,625
61,566
76,464
80,228
92,818
93,031
95,999
$16,375
9,902
10,093
10,873
14,364
17,244
27,250
31,932
31,247
32,881
$53,828 $12,148 $33,69P
43,718 1,297 27,984
43,067 2,214 27,711
47,752 $ 1,458 4,185 31,416
47,202 5,376 4,740 33,864
59,220 5,932 , 5,956 42,870
52,978 8,706 17,933 57,590
60,886 8,357 14,703 65.753
61,782
63,118 [24,973 \
15,865
13,521
68,553
66,465
$383,490
380,214
367,954
352,945
337,437
321,723
305.480 
294,380 
366,585
365.481
2 6 -lc
FOR EXCHANGE
f o r t y -s e v e n  ACRES on Vancou­
ver Island to exchange for Okanag­
an orchard. Apply, Allen E. Ross, 
phone. 40, Kelowna. _______26-tfc
A very pleasant social was held by Tuesday, spread to the British zonc kQ^se, no brand, one white hind leg;
the members of the Loyal Orange Be- last night, when Communists from So- impounded in the Pound kept by
nevolent Association in the Scottish lingen and Bruhl, taking advantage of ujje undersigned on the N.W. J4 of
H AIRDRESSING PARLOURS.— I Hall last Thursday evening, begin- the anti-Separatist disturbances m the ggg ĵQ,j Township 26, on Wednes-
Mrs McDougall, Stockwell Avenue. ning with a musical programme, after Rhineland, attacked a detaclment ot ^ g y  jg^uary 30th, 1924.
26-4p which refreshments were served and safety police from Cologne.^ One man r  C. CARRUTHERS,
•  •  •  I dancing indulged in till a late hOur. I was killed and eight wounded when the I 25-2c Poundkeeper.
Total Taxable Land and Improvement Values Within City Limits 
For Years 1914 to 1924 Inclusive
FO R EXCHANGE—I have $5,000 in 
cash and $5,000 of clear title property. 
“WW exchange for full bearing orchard, 
m u^ be good value. What offers? No. 
437, ♦ Courier. ■ • 23-4c
W A N TED  TO RENT
"WANTED—Room for a few months 
by elderly lady. Must be close in. 
Board .optional. Apply, No. 433, Cour­
ier. 26-lc
W A N TED  TO RENT—10 or 20 ac­
res bearing orchard. Apply, P. O 
'Box 443, Kelowna. 24-3p
W A N TE D 'T O  'RENT.—5 or 10 acres 
tomato land in Benvoulin district or 
'"towards town. Apply, No. 430, Courier.
25-2p
H ELP W ANTED
W A N T E D —Reliable 
ranch ■ on shares. 
Box 78.
man to take 
Apply, P. O.
26-lp
“Aunt Susan’s Visit ” a comedy in | The musical items included songs by Communists attacked the safety po- 
wfn be ^iven bv th e Worn- Mrs. J. Harvey, Mrs. J. H. Trenwith, hce at Stettin. '
Listitute, wfnficld, ^in Rutland! Mr. C. Gowen and Mr. E. O. Mac-| An official French report says that]
2mii" at I Ginnis. A duet Jyas also rendered by I the Communists from 'Solingen and 
Old f a s h io S  so n V  Dane- Mrs. H. Taggart and Mrs. A. Fraser, Bruhl numbered five thousand. The
fd V ftS  ? o L r t S  Miss Belle Shier and Mrs. A. police were surrounded in a bank,
0?chestra R e fr e sh m S , yJdults, SOc; Fraser both gave excellent readings, where they had taken refuge, and sev-
*̂̂ ?drpn 26- lc  Mr. J. J^orthwick acted as accompan- eral were wounded while a number of
cniiaren, adg. \ during the musical programme and | the attackers fell.
Mrs. A. McMillan played the dance 
music. During the evening Mr. T. Pitt 
gave an enlightening address on the 
principles of the order.
GLENMORE IRRIGATION  
DISTRICT
COURT OF REVISIO N
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
$4,098,770 
$3,c
—■r......
,387,491 
139,325 
52,998,405 
53,043,530 
62,927,760 
M,090,668 
53,294,767 
53,829,355 
53,840,330 
53,813,834
“I hear you had a free-for-all fight 
at your house last night.”
“Free-for-all, nothingl It cost me 
twenty-five dollars in court this morn­
ing.'
HAVE YOO THOUGHT
what it would mpan to your 
family or those dependent 
upon you if you should be 
accidentally injured or taken 
sick ?
Loss of Time means Loss 
of Income ! The money loss 
to you may be entirely cov­
ered by a ‘‘LONDON & 
LANCASHIRE” ACCID­
ENT or SICKNESS Policy.
M cTavlsh & W hillis
Insurance Real Estate
PROVINCIAL PARTY
The ceremony of installing the offi- 
I cers for the coming year at Kelowna
The Court of Revision for the cor­
rection or alteration of the existing as­
sessment roll shall sit on February 21st, 
1924, in the Board Room of the Dis­
trict, Glenmore, at 3 p.m.
• By order of the Trustees.
GEO. A. BARRAT,
NOTICE
J n  1 According to the B. C. Gazette, the ________ _____ ______
Lodge, No. 52 .Benevolent and Pro- prQyjncial Voters’ List will close on Kelowna B C  Tanuarv lQth 1924 tectiye Order of Elks, took place last Lhe 23rd February. Kelowna, u.i..., January lytn, ^
evening, the installation being perfor- j| jg  ̂ very common thing to find
med by Deputy Grand Exalted Ruler that one’s name has been left off, or
R. J. Gordon. A, large number of visi-1 that one has omitted to have it record-1 TO T H E  INSU R IN G  PUBLIC
includingtors were present, i l i  many j gj t ^y^yld urge on all voters who are ,  . ^  . .
members of the Penticton Lodge, and I interested in the Provincial Party to ^ " d  U scts Of The Coleman QmckI «V*>k AC r»n. I a rw% _xt*..* ' ir̂ nx̂***** T *mX I Ul&SOlltlC X̂&lUpS
Owing to thaw, all truck owners and 
drivers are notified that Sections 33, 
34 and 35, of the “Highway Act” will 
be enforced until further notice in Sim- 
Secretary of the Trustees. I ilkameen and South Okanagan Dis­
tricts. ,
P. PH ILIP,
Public Works Engineer. 
Victoria, B. C.,
February 5tb, 1924. 25-tfc
the ceremonies were followed by en-1 ^ t  o jjC E  examine the Voters’ 'List 
tertainment. The following^ will be the h„ ^hc office of Mr. D. H. Rattenbury,
officers for 1924: Exalted Ruler, C. B. I Rggjgtj.gr Voters, and see that their 
L.atta; Esteemed Leading Knight, J. N. ngjjigg and the nam
TENDERS 
Tenders will be received by the un-
es of any of their
We wish to advise up" i K r 2 7 t h  daj of Feb-
i  h o  charge for “s® ®̂ jh®®® cords of greenr- It IS compulsory for you to obtain per- lCushiiig; Esteemed Loyal Knight, N. I fa“,iin y  who are qualified to" vote are l . ' ® pine or fir wood suitable for
E. DeHart; Esteemed Lccturing^Kni- L cludcd in the new Voters’ List. mission from your Insurance Company 30 inch
ght, D. J. Whitham; Secretary, H. F. 
Chapin; Treasurer, D. Curcll; Chap­
lain, G. A. Mciklc; Esquire, T. Tread- 
gold; Historian, J, W. Jones; Trustees, 
S. T. Elliott, D. R. Butt, P. B. Willits; 
Inner Guard, J. F. Paul; Tyler, W. G. 
Scott.
VlUUUU 111 liiv 11V..VV V Vfcv,*0 A*««0X* ■ -  ̂ ,
This undue hurry on the part of jk® L ‘̂ ct^tmorv conditions 14/F o n [^ °°^  ” ®*̂® *"®̂  wood, allLiberal Government to close the  J is c  See Statutory delivered and
may mean an early election, so don’t '"®'de of your policy, 
take any chances. I (Signed)
H. B. D. LYSONS, KELOW NA FIRE INSURANCE
District Vice-Presideht, AGENTS’ ASSOCIATIO N.
26-lc Provincial Party. |26-28c , G. A. Fisher, Secy.
piled at the Kelowna 
Schools before the 1st day of July, 
1924.
N. D. McTAViSH, Secretary,
The Kelowna Board of School Trustees 
26-2c
FOR SALE
LAYING  PENS. 8 hens and roos­
ter; Buff Orps. and Barred
Ro6ks; each ......      $15.00
LAYING PULLETS, each .... $1.50 
EGGS for setting, per doz. .... $1.50 
GOOSE EGGS,ipcr setting of 5, $2 
G UERNSEY COW, coming
fresh ...... :...............    $80.00
FO RD  TRUCK, new last 
spring .........        $450.00
BOOK ORDERS N O W  FO R  
TOM ATO PLANTS, per 1,000, $6 
GREEN M OUNTAIN SEED  
POTATOES. Certified seed prize
strain; per sack .....     I 3.50
Selected Seed, per sa ck ....... $2.00
Small Seed, per sack ........ $1.00
CLIFTON RANCH, S. K. L.
' • . 26-28-30-3C
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Jim  Browne
Says
Keep smiling 
better times are coming 
-  soon.
Now is the time to tune 
up for next season's running. 
How about' those NEW  
TIRES you ; have got to 
buy ? ■
You can't beat
GOODYEAR'S
for wear and quality and the
jhtly do' 
uy your gasoline from the
prices are slig wnj too.
HONEST-MEASURE
VISIBLE
PUMP
a n n u a l  r e p o r t  o f  t U e
CITY StfPERlN TRltD EN T
(Continued from Pokc 1)
ABSocIation to all'firc insurance com­
panies in the City. I am informed that 
these reductions amount to approxim 
atcly 25% of the old rates. This rcduc 
tion means a. considerable saviner to the 
citizens who carry fire insurance, yet' 
thcilc reductions were brought about 
by money spent on the waterworks 
and the department gets no credit for 
them.
At the start of the 1922 construction 
tile idea was to build a 1,000,000 gallon 
rcserVoir, which, sO far as the ivatcr- 
worlcs is concerned, would have been 
darge enough. Howeyer, in order to get 
the present insurance rates the City 
was informed by the Fire Undcrwrit-| 
ers that it would be necessary to in-
Whcrc you < SCO all you got ond 
got all you pay for
-A T -
The Oil Shop
P i
(The House with a Smile)
SUBSCRIBE TO TH E  COURIER
stall a 2,000,000 gallon reservoir.
In regard to pumping equipment, it 
was figured that two units of 500 gait- 
Ions per minute each would be ample 
for the waterworks. These the Under­
writers refused to accept and it was ne­
cessary to instal two units of 850 gal­
lons each.
The extra cost of increased reser­
voir and pumps was charged to the
waterworks, and has to . be met each 
year on the debenture : charges of the 
department; and yet were installed, sol­
ely for fire protection and in order to 
get a'̂ ll the reduction possible for fire 
insurance. ' i
The revenue for tlip Department for 
1923 amounted to $20,480 as against
$22,839 for the year 1922, a reduction 1 will make a good sidewalk with a very I used by the caretaker is sorely in need
of $2,359. I low maintenance cost:. I of several repairs and should certainty
Had the City maintained the rates I The trucks at present in use oh this I be painted and the shingle roof treat- 
of 1922, the department would, with I department are getting too old for the I cd. This work should, if possible, be 
a reasonable eredit for street watering I heavy use the city work puts on them, I done early in the spring of this year, 
and fiVe protection, have been able to I and the cost of repairs is altogether too I I understand that Alderman Shep- 
break even. I high. The efficient life of a Ford herd, the Chairman of the department.
The total amount of water sold for I truck on heavy work the year round, will shortly introduce a giirbage col
irrigation purposes for lawns and gar-1 such as the city work, is not over two 1 lection By-Law, applying the sdme 
dens amounted to 22,761,000 gallons,|ycars, and it should be a recognized I principally to the business sections of 
which immense quantity, at the rate of I custom on the part of the department the City. This is certainly a much 
5 cents per 1,000 gallons, only nettedrnot to operate the trucks over two!needed service and one that will clim- 
thc City the sum of 1̂ 1,138.00. years. inatc a great source of fire menace by
At the present time there arc two of I I hope this department this year will doing away with the number of small 
the smaller mains, connected to the I be able to finance the oiling of the I incinerators now in use in the business 
large mains from the reservoir and I main roads instead o f. watering them, section of the city, 
dead-ended on the North side of Rich-1 The watering of roads while, to some I A small incinerator located within a 
ter Street and on St. Paul Street, and I extent, keeping down the dust, is veryjshort distance of the business section 
every effort should be made during I destructive in othet ways. The water I of the city would make the collection 
1924 to have these mains connected and I lying in any small hdlcs or hollows on I of garbage much cheaper thail having 
form a complete circuit. Figures will I the surface soon softens this particular I to haul it all the way to the nuisai^cc 
be submitted later giving the cost ofl spot, aiid the traffic carries this awaylground. This matter should be,conaid- 
this-work. las mud, until in a short time the roadlcrcd in, connection with the Garbage
Twciity-onc nfcw services were con-1 is full of holes and pockets, when it[By-LaW. . _
nected to the system during 1923. becomes necessary to scarify and re- Buildingo and Fire
Board of Works I surface the street. On^ the other hand, I The total number of Budding Per
iitinrovcments have Ubc Oil properly applied binds the road mits issued during the past year am 
J a l i r l  - . . c r a i  .ogothcr »nd preven,. wear. L „ .e d  to 54. Twenty-ria of thcac were 
A road oiled has at least twice the life I for, alterations or additions to a total 
of one subjected to the water cart. {value o f ; $9,760.00;, 28 were for new 
City Parle I buildings, with a total value of $38,-
, .  ̂ at.- j  I During the year a start was made on 1695.00; total value of permits, $48,455.-
prigiiial cos , a new scan le c p a r k ,  by the mouth of Mill i  hope to submit very shortly a new
' •*(. *1 . " Creek. This is an ideal spot for the] .Building By-Law for your consldcra-
haIf the cos. of ^ ^  S  purP"®®. p* ‘h® ®?">® ‘™®. v A  tioV Our present By-Law is very in-
ro cr, an ndtmi. f mater vcots thc tourists from interfering with | uuntplctc in many details, and many
waggons made the handimg of >"P‘®®- .hu,  portion of the Park developed for j 'p u 'tu n t features generally found in
la muc veasicr.  ̂ . jthe benefit of the citizens. ■ (Building By-Laws are omitted alto-
Early m the spring the rock crush- unfortunately, due to the high water
ing plant was moved frot” dUring the spring, this portion of the ^  motor-driven Syrene gave
Yard to the reservoir site, the old^gas partially submerged and th e h
engine sold and electric motor Briven ^  rendered unfit for occupation. feoPMated from Ihh
substituted. The rock blasted out p . . necessitated allowing the tourists I*  ‘ °peratea "om  the4i;« rtf fhi. rPQPr- nccessueiitu auuwiuK luc  ̂ telephone office by a push-button,
during the construction of the reser to camp m other portions of the Park, . . makes the sending in of a fire 
voir, was crushed and used on the con- K .  . . • rather dangerous from a fire T "  ” tne senmng in ot a tmejrtf Pranrlrtr.’ Thiq fock ' “ IS rainer^aangt.rous iruif. alarm only a matter of a few seconds.
.  - T ' "  ^PP®‘‘, ‘°  Unfortunately the motor was damaged
proved to be site m good shape for recent cold soell . This Innri rrtcf. rip v<>r(>d on the road, about .. . _______ , nunng me recent com speii. . x nis, |
Okanagan Loan and Investment, 
Trust Company
SOUTH KELOWMA LANDS made a stringent rc>«Valuation of
these most desirable lands, which are now for 
Sale at prices varying from $30 to $80 per
acre, according to location and revenue pro­
ducing possibilities. Terms One-sixth cash,
INVESTMENTS
balance over fivc.yclirs with interest at 7%.
Business property well rented will bo sold to 
produce a nett revenue to buyer of 12%. Wo 
have a number of other attractive inveSt- 
mciits.
HOMES
FOR RÎ NT
Two well-built pleasantly located residences 
for Sale. One hundred dollars will bo ac­
cepted as an initial payment, balance like 
rent, $15 Per month. This is an exceptional 
opportunity.
Twelve acres oî  Al. truck land, at present 
seeded to clover. About fifty fruit trcca. 
There is a good house upon the property.
F u ir  particulars of the above, and a(l classes of Real Estate 
apply:— ; ,  ,, '
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMEI^T 
’Phone 332 i
been made in this department in hand­
ling iroad material and in construction | 
methods during the past year.
The purchase of a tractor cut our I
I 
Being favoured-with irtstructions from, ^
Mrs. MAY EDW ARDS
, ' (.Widow of the late Rev. R. G. Edwards)
PARK AVENUE
I will sell, without reserve, on
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28th. Sale at 1.30 p.m.
all of her Furniture and Household Effects, as follows in part: ' 
1 Quarter-cut Oak Leather Upholstered Rocker.
1 Quarter-cut Oak Rocker. , 4 ^  ,
2 Wicker Chairs. Mission Oak Centre Table.
Velvet Pile Square, 6 x 8. Velvet Pile^Square, 9̂ ix 12.
Brussels Square, 10 X 12. 1 Couch. Mission Oak Hall Stand.
Large Hall Mirror. ' . . , .n 11 j
Mission Oak; Dining Room Suite, comprising-Pedestal, Table and
6 Leather-seated Chairs., ‘ . . .
Buffet. Large Antique Dresser (150 years old). -  
Book-case. Table.  ̂ . -3 Dressers.
3 Beds;' Springs and Mattresses (good quality and almost new).
Mirror.'^ Crockery Toilet Set. 2 Library Tables.
2 Iron Single Beds, with Mattresses. Lady’s Bicycle (nearly, new).
1 Tricycle. Black Broadcloth Chaps.  ̂ Child's Rocking Horse, 
Child’s Outfit, consisting of Table, Chairs and Desk.
2 High Chairs. Congoleum Rug, 10 x 12.. ^  ^
Very fine Kitchen Range (cost $200.00). 1 New Kitchen Calnnet.
Electric Washing Machine. 1 Refrigerator. Clothes Reel.
2 Heaters. Child’s Crib and Kiddy Coop.
.Dinner Set and large quantity of Crockery, Glassware, Aluminum
Ware, etc., etc. Tennis Racquet. Lacrosse Stick.
8 Dozen Assorted Preserved Fruit. 6 Dozen Sealers.
1 'Lawn- Mower. Garden Hose. Garden Tools, etc., and
many other articles too numerous to mention.
and cost, delivered on the road, a^otit season. I however is now repaired and altera-1
o,n®-th.rd Ih® cost of haulmg boulders The Park was well patronised by the so^^^
from Rutland as was pr®v.ously done. ,e„,,s,s ,he past season, unite a
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, FEBRUARY ISth and 16th 
J^C K  PICKFORD in his first reappearance to the screen.
“ GARRISON'S F IN IS H ”
That stirring story of racing and loving that millions' have read you 
now have in one of the’finest types of phOtoplSys of the Kentucky 
race (racks aiid rare southern daughters. Actual photographs of' the 
Kentucky Derby and the Metropolitan Handicap.' A- ■ play chuclrtd 
full of chuckles dnd; real entertainment. Topics and “HIGH LIFE.** 
Sat. Matinee at 3.30̂  10c and 25c. Evening, 7.30, arid 9, 20c and 35c
ered with crushed rock from‘Bernard I gj.yfjjyourabIe impression o f Kelow-| Fire Marehal Act
Avenue'to Park Av®"“® “"<< '='® '«'“ '  ‘na and the surrounding districts. The I Q“' ‘® » ”«">‘>®® <naP®®tions have
results obtained from the rock at the [^ ^ jrtis in g  the district receives from M’®®" 1"®“*® “".J®® '̂ ®* "°*‘®5®
reservoir. ,his sonreS and the money spent by the -<''®®.‘® .“ ®''®,<‘ ‘O®®®. V., . the majority of cases those affected
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18th and 19th 
Joseph M. Schenck presidents
NORMA TALMADGE
in
Special attention is called to this Sale as things are practically new. 
Goods on view morning before sale only.
G. K E R R - Auctioneer
24-26-27C
Bernard Avenue was scarified and I tourists while in the city, well repays I r ^ i
rolled, the shale from the Golf Course ,he small outlay necessary for the es-lhav® ® S®»'®°“® ®P'"‘ ®®-®P-|
bemg used as a binder with the gravel ,ah,ishment'of a Tourists' f f ”P- , . iThere is still a considerable amount of I 
and, although this work was done as A one-fifth mile track was laid m the . ^
icheaply as possible, the road stood up k a i l  grounds for use with sports and ^  ihe city for which extras' are 
very wefl to the heavy traffic. p„yed  a valuable addition to the sport- P o S ^  '
Roweliffe Avenue was graded from a I ing events.
rough road. It was necessary to make j Norway poplars were planted around I . . .  %. j  . -
a' three-foot fill on this Avenue to get the fence on the inside of the grounds, fects has not
anything like a grade. It is now being ancT in another year or So will provide extent, owing chiefly to trade depres- 
sha'ied fnd shou^ld cost very little for welcome shade to the patrons of ‘•■® " r n r i t t T g e n e S
“" a t i : :  “ 7  Roanoke Avenues f . '’S o u r e d  ligh.s were insMlIed <« t c L t 7 S r r n e r a d 7
were graded, and will be shaled and place of the plain ones along the prom- section w,n ha e to  ê   ̂ ^
rolled in the spring of this year. enade, and a much better effect obtain-[
The problem facing the Board of 
Works 11118 year will be the sidewalks.
“ ASHES OF VENG EANCE”
From the play by/H. B; Somerville.
Selected a:t the outset by Joseph M. Schenck as a production upon 
vlrhich he would, expend more time, money and' effbrt than anything 
he has yet produced, “Ashes of Vengeance" attains the_ peak of 
world production. Thousands of players re-create the thrill-bf old 
France’s festivals, the Huguenot massacre of St. Bartholomew’s 
Day in all. its terrors, scene upon scene unattempted' hitherto. Each 
would make a play a milestone. : Here they are but backgrounds, 
vast, kaleidoscopic, for the unforgetable romance of royal' i^ id  and 
Huguenot lover fighting for love across barriers of creed, '
FOX NEW S and “TH E  OLD CAT.”
Evening, One Show Only, '8.15, 25c and 55c
The loss by fire inside the city limits 
during'the year only amounted to $2,- 
During the fall mbnfhs considerable 1400, which can be considered a very 
Z T J Z ^ Z : : : : —  •'?® «  ‘o -  ^  ® ®lxe of K elow „J
old and in poor condition. The main- and.rt is hoped to make cpn. Im conclusion. I  wish « ™y
tcnance of theie walks is h,creasing kM®®=‘'l® ■”>P®°r®”'®"*® ■” •'''® ‘® •’’® “ “S'®® j ° ;  L
year by year, and I would recommend <i”®!<>K A® coming season. , ‘t>® generous support e x te n d e d ^
that experiments be made this year Severat addltional'Sower tubs were to myself during the past ye^^  ̂
with shale from the Golf. Course. 1 installed in the Park'early in the sea- ty W  out the work o f the viutvid^^^  ̂
believe this shale, well rolled and oiled son. These were made up from old oti PVtments. and to the Foreman of each
on the surface, with wood curbing, barrels from the Power House at a <®P®®ta®n« for the spfendid spin,
trivial cost, but added greatly ̂ to the I loyalty an^ co-operatm^^  ̂ by|
appearance of the Park.
A, fire hydrant was also installed in j 
the ball grounds to provide protection 
to the grand stand and to that portion 
of the Park from bush fires. Previous!
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20th and 21st
“ nciuiio THE UON-HURra ”
WALLACE BEERY 
In  a sequel play to “Robin Hood.”
No advance in price. Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c.'
Bbmid Pgcdomlimfflteg
T Ii®  E itip i® ®
From rimAlmtn<»morial,Rritnnii hava gone forth and pioneered 
the remote comers of the earth.
In the face of seemin^y insuperable difficulties they have 
built up a world-wide trade—trade that grew and flourished 
in spite of. the limitations of those primitive burden-bearer^ 
the native carriers, the mule train and the camel caravan.
ForJe/Canaia b rtpm eJ bu iSttfe* anJl S«r«tc»
Ford carries (he burdens of Empire trade on the hiU-trails of 
India, on the African veldt, on the sheep-statioris of Australia
Slalhra In tAe/blb0tngooet>‘ ica» brrtlork$.
and New Zealand, on the plantations of Ceylon and Burma,
of Malaya and on die jungle-paths of
S. W. African PrawetonMZaniU>arRhodtsUiUnion of South A£dok. Kenya Colon:!
TtoganytkacSdCoM
Gambia
IndiaCeylonBum®Strain Settkmentt ^derated Malay StalM British Borxno Britiah Samoa Mauridue and Ivetmloa Nawfoundland FHi ■ ■ • ',Caledonia
bn the rubber estates 
Borneo.
Universal usage under all these conditions has stamped die 
Ford as dependable transportadon.
(Made in Canada for the Empire
The Ford car is completely made in Cmiada -with 
the exception of parts to the 'value of $15.02.
See Any Autiunized Fmd Dealer
Ul
_ . 
ridah Now Grdnoaĵ mtraUa;.lew Zealand Aden
Nyasaumd .
I them during the yeiar 1923.
Respectfully submitted,
H. A. BLAKEBOROUGH,
Superintendent. I
to this hydrant being placed thqre, a CANNOT DISPENSE W ITH 
fire in this section would have been a | CANADIAN W HEAT]
very difficult matter to handle.
Cemetery I The superior quality of Canadian!
During the present year arrange-1 hard spring wheat is recognized by the |
ments will have to be made to extend United States millers, especially by op- 
the' present laid out portion of the erators in the Northwestern States. 
Cemetery. At the present time there Even at the high rate of duty imposed 
are only a very few grave lots unsold by the Fordney-tariff, large quantities 
and som e' action in extending the j of Canadian wheat continue to pass 
grounds will have to be taken early in over the border at Duluth to be used in 
the spring. improving the quality of American
The water service was maintained by flour. According to United States cus- 
the small pumping plant all during the toms service reports,' the importations 
[ summer, but it wias very disappointing of wheat at Duluth amounted to 11,- 
in the number of people who took ad-j 602,631 blishels in, 1920; 8,763,687 bush- 
vantage of this and planted graves with els in 1921; 343,^65 bushels in 1922; 
plants or flowers. . land 1,010,123 for the first eleven
The Cemetery could be made a months of 1923. Even with the amount
beauty spot, but a better spirit of co- of Canadian wheat going into the
operation from the citizens would have Northwestern States, floiir milling is 
to be shown than exists at present. nOt flourishing. According to the
Board of Health Northwestern National Bank Review,
In this department considerable im- published in Minneapolis, flour mills 
provements have been effected at the in that state were in December running 
Disposal Works by installing a small at one-half capacity or less, and the 
engine-driven pump. By this means output was booked almost entirely for 
the filter beds can be kept much clean- domestic trade. In contrast with this, 
er and in better shape. . the readers of this Review arc told.
During the year the Imoff Tank w-as j Canadian mills are running at full cap- 
thoroughly cleaned on two occasions, j acity on export demand, 
the filter beds were completely over­
hauled, cleaned and several spray pipes J The Royal Commission to enquire 
renewed. I into the best methods of forest conser-
A line of 2 inch pipe was run along I vation, which was appointed by the 
the south side of the filter bed, witji Dominion Government at the request 
several outlets for attaching a hose, of the B. C. Legislature, will com 
This pipe is connected to the small mence its sessions at Vancouver on the 
pump at the slough, and by this riieans j 19th and at Victoria on the 22nd of this 
we are able to thoroughly wash down j month. * If is known as the “Pulpwood 
the filter bed and tanks. j Commission," and the recommenda-
It was necessary to have one of the tions 'of the British Empire Forestry 
sewer motors rewound early in the sea- Conference, wliich was held in Victoria 
son. While this was being done ad- last summer, will be used as a basis of
vantage was taken to give the pump study, and action. After completing
and other gear a much needed over- -work at the provincial capital, the 
haul. It was neces.sary to instal a new schedule of the Commission will be: 
vertical shaft and new thrust bearings Pcb. 28th, Prince Rupert; "March Sth, 
in this pump, which put the machine in Kamloops; March 6th, Rcvelstokc;
I first-class condition, , March 8th, Nelson; March 10th, Cran-
Thc house owned by the City and brook
M e i i i E R S i
W E HAVE JUST INSTALLED A VERY ACCURATE
AND SENSITIVE .
B A B Y  SCA EJeS
Which we invite you to come and make use of regularly 
to weigh that wonderful baby of yours.
W e have a card record for recording the baby’s weight 
from week to week or other convenient occasions you may
desire to come.
There is no charge. We will gladly weigh your babe , a t -
all times.'
P. B . W ILLITS dv CO.
PHARMACISTS and STATIONERS >
—  SERVICE .— -  
“ YOU W ILL GET IT  AT W IL L IT S "
Phone 132
Ellis Street Kelowna
Noma Talrnad̂ ^
In the “Ashes of Vengeance,” at the 
lEmprcss Theatre, Mon. and Tucs.
20 lbs. of 
SUGAR
BLUE RIBBON 
TEA ..... ..........
DATES, 
per lb.
YEAST, 
3 for
$2.30 
65c 
10c 
10c
!
i
The lumber production of the Intcr>  ̂
ior will be seriously reduced thisi :year- 
by the strike of lumberjacks in East 
Kootenay, which was organized by the- 
I. W. W. All the camps! there arc- 
working but only with skeleton crews- 
and their output is far from normal.
0
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THE AMATEUR m U O N A m e
A  Series O f S h o rt S tories By S. A N D R E .W  W O O D .
PETER  MAKES GOOU
>ETER W RIGHT stared mood­
ily at tlic ;pilc of crisp dotes 
that lay in a careless heap' 
upon the table.
'*rm fed up/' he said, “with these 
'.things."
The velvet comfort of 'their private said Peter. 
,^iiite in the Hotel Metropol'c lay all scratch!" 
;about the Amateur Millionaire and his 
.'secretary, Mr. Alf Bumby. A giant 
-footman with njiassiYC calves guarded 
Hhe d<)or. A tantalus of,divers hquorS 
igleamed in the sunshine on the carvee 
>cabihct.
: A famous chef and his scullions were
preparing god-llke food for them ;in 
the spotless kitchens cif the Mctrdipolc.
'The lap of luxury scattered its content^
•̂ n glittering profusion at their feet, Biit 
Peter Wright's hair yras tousled and
look he gave the eccentric old man who 
had made him a pawn In a wild and 
I fantastic game for so lon^.
Japlict Drabble gazed at him strang 
Icly, It was the Golden Gambler who 
|,brpkc the silence again.
“A ■snivelling boy warned me of your 
I delightful .plot/* he said. "A youngster 
wiio was lately pagc-l)oy at the Met 
ropolc. I listened to him and then 
kicked him out. Then I bought a fig 
I lire from a travelling waxwork show; 
Mr. William Burke,;of .Messrs. Burke
stupefied and delighted faces. jsed her, , but her colour was coming
Peter stalked out of Dinwoodics’s to slowly, and her eyes were like blue 
the car where Alf Bumby sat waiting stars, at the slow realization that it was
fingers, a small, fat shape in the be 
buttoned uniform of one of •the MetrO' 
pole page boys came crawling forth.
/ ‘Leggo, will yerf"—the ' voice, was 
sulky' and defiant. The round and I apd Hare, in the act of committing his 
crimson face scowled at Peter. I fifteenth mur.dcr—apd placed him by
“Caught jn the Act, or the Bab;^|my bedside. You have damaged him 
Flunkey who Forgot his Manners!" | grievously. If he had been alive you
.^is .oyes |h,eavy with disgdst. And Alf
'illttf*!Bumby’s' cigar tasted bitter 
. "Never 'thought Ifd get stuck at 
•spending thci spondulicks," Mr. Bumby 
vsaid, with awed wonder at himself in 
Cliis voice. “But it's happened."
Peter gathered up the notes with a 
dbarsh rustic.
„ “Fourteen hundred and' fifty-odd of 
Jthc blighters," he said, with soft say- 
‘;agcness. “And four days to spend it 
got to! Then a new month begirfs. 
-and old Drabble ha^ another ten thou- 
rtsand ready for us. I ’m tired,of thiji| 
. fairy tale, Alf! I ’m going to chuck, if 
.and go tc) jail if the Golden Gamble^ 
■likes to send me therel"
'' Alf Bumby grunted in; feeble sym-
rpathy., 'Even the lively secretary’s,ap- 
>petite was gorged. To' both of them, 
•iplain young men of the everyday world 
the monthly) gift I of the Golden Gam­
b le r had slowly become a nightmare, 
-with its wild clause—that every .penny 
-must be spent, ând accounted for by 
<4he end of the month.
Another ten .thousand on Satur- 
.iday 1” Alf Bumby siaid with a sick 
grin. “Oh, lor’! Arid the cost of every- 
-thing coming doWh -like ehimney-pots 
ton ' a windy' day!”
They bdth sat in gloomy silence. In 
"Feter’s" heart was-sullen rebellion and 
'hatred of the cynical old millionaire 
■who played with him as a cat •with a 
mouse. In Alf Bumby’s was a strange 
-yearning for the humdrum life that had 
-banished. The curse of Midas was 
mpon both of them. ,
“Wish old Drabble 'ud get apoplexy 
~or water on the brain!” muttered Alf 
3 umby. “And forget it all. . Wish—
1 say, Pete!” ,
Peter Wright’s secretary sat up sud- 
-denly vvith his eyebrows lifted and his 
r mouth wide ppen. .' . • ,
“What if ole Drabble missed giving" 
-you the oof on Saturday?” he said in a 
-husk^ whisper. “W hat if something 
happened td^him, and h e . disappeared 
dor a'week, and when we turned up he
- wasn't there? He’d have broken the 
contract, Pete! He’d have obsquatu-
‘ lated the whole business! We should
'b e  free!" , , r
Alf Bumby sat stiffly on the edge of
his chair. He breathed hard with in-
• spiration. Peter Wright stared at him
- thoughtfully. . .
"Dunno,” he answered,: twisting a ten 
’• pound note absently. “Anyway, he’s
- not likely to be kidnapped.”
An expression of deep cunning turn- 
, cd Alf Bumby’s eyes -to slits and his 
mouth to a tightly-shut wedge.' , 
“Unless Peter Wright and his pard-
• ner in villany do it ! ” he said gently.,
' Pe ter looked up. H e was desperate-
ly ready for anything—̂ ven for the
• raw head and bloody bones plans of
Alf Bumby. . , ■ .
“Fire ahead, Napoleon! he said, m 
an expressionless voice.
“It’s simple!” said the secretary.
- “If a rich bloke like you* can t do it, 
then there ain’t never been a kidnap­
per, and Jack the Ripper and the Bog- 
.ey  Man were a rumour. We’ve only 
got to drive a car to old Drabble s 
house at dead of night, get in through 
.a  window, slap a rag soaked in e th e r-  
crooks never use chloroform nowa- 
Peter—over his wizened
“Look out, Alf, he'll I
' ■*' t ■' I ' ' '
“It’s Clarence," observed Alf Buni-
would have'saved my life. For that 
thauk you, Peter,” ended Japhet Drab 
blc, softly. .
Suddenly, he caught Peter’s shoulder 
“Boy, you are sick of my playl” he
by. “Clarence of the Grill Room. I 
bclicVc he's got the sack'today for 
stealitig the head-waiter's mutton chop I said, abruptly, 
and putting mustard in’thc'toast-mast-1 “Dead 'sick 1'' Peter said 
cr's soup." I Japhet ' Drabble gave a cackling
The , page-boy burst into loud and | laugh, 
blubbery weeping, , ' “Listen, then!” he said. “My wager
,“'rhcy’vc saclccd me for nuffinkl" he with Giles Winterspring is ended^ We
said, in Imartbrpkcn accents, “j-cast- have both cried off,. You have not kil- 
ways they say it’s because I am deaf. I led yourself with the, wealth I have 
And my pppr old muvvcr is starving | showered upon you, as I said you 
ih a attic witR ^  cat except I would. Therefore, I have lost. But
wot if can buy but of. my tips which lam an old cat—an old tiger, if you 
gents give me, which ain't' so veryl jjke, Peter! I'w ill ,havc  ̂ one' more 
often, and nic promised' my r'porc old game with you before I let you go 
dad on his dcath'-bcjd ' to always look “You shall get married in the four 
after muvvcr, so I give way to sudden I days that'^arc left of this month.' You 
tempation and' hid myself in here, not ghall find a wife for yourself and set
thinking you’d miss a quid or two, ybu yourself free for ever from the spell of
being a millionaire and flinging yourL},at wicked old sorcerer, Japhet Drab-f 
money about like— —’’ I blc!"
“Woa!" said Peter. .1 “You’re madl’.’ whispered Peter.
He took a ten pound note. I In one wild rush, the memory of
“Give me that 'top button,” he said. I jjoHy Munifo, whose knight-errant he 
“The one like bflrnishcd gold. Thank in all his adventures, though
you." I she belonged to another, flooded across
Peter cut off the desired button frbm hi^. 
the tunic of the dazed and sniffing Dollyl 
Clarence, thrust the note into his hand, Peter clenched his hands and watch 
and gently 'propelled him from , the Japhet Drabble gradually disappear 
rooni. ; I behind I the curtains of the monster
“He’d have cleared the whole lot if four-poster.
•ive hadn’t found him,” Peter said with “Four days, Peter!”
sigh. "Rotten luck!” . The Golden Gambler’s night-capped
Alf Bumby chuckled nervously. head wagged out of the curtain for a
“Good job he’s deaf I” he said. “Poor moment, and then vanished. A gentle
ad!"
The big grim residence of Japhet 
Drabble, the Golden Gambler, slumb­
ered in the. starlight.
In a smalHane, beneath the shadow 
of the garden wall, a large motor car, 
with its lights extinguished, stood.
gurgle came from : the interior.
Alf Bumby’s hand, pulled at Peter. . 
“Come on, Pete!” said Mr. Bumby, 
in a very shaky voice, “Before, they 
close the doors of this dotty-house on 
us!”
The door in .Din^dodie & Co.’s of-
!3own from .the wall, into the soft soil’ fjeg marked “Mr. A. Gbosifetree*' open 
of the asparagus-beds, two cloaked and gj slowly. Peter Wright slipped in 
masked figures, dropped. They moved Ljjg and closed it behind hini
ike ghosts across to the dark pile of i 
the house, and stood beneath a dim 
lalcony, looking up at It.
Augustus Goosetree, cashier, of Din- 
woodie’s, turned his ■ shocked and. as­
tonished head. At the sight of Peter
‘Window’s open,. Pete!” one of the ^  faint gasp sq.ueaked from him
■figures said in' a muffled and rather 
suffocated voice. .‘.‘Look slippy 1 This 
mask of mine ain’t too tight!”
They began to climb slowly and
days, old
mouth, carry him to the car, and hide
him in that little country cottage you 
bought with last month’s last thousand 
quid. Keep him prisoner there, and
• let him free at the end of the week, 
and the blooming wicked sipell is
".broker
“We put his eyes out with red-hot 
needles first, I suppose,” Peter said,
• solemnly. “So 'he won’t recognise
us.
“M r.-M r. Wright!” ke said, rising 
stiffly. ‘
He leaned against the desk. The 
daylight caught a little dew of sweat
cautiously. Their rubber 7 shoes, rgave I on his pale forehead. He. looked wist-̂  
grip upon the down spout, and, veryJfuUy at the.door 
shortly, they were upon f the balcony, I iganed.
The'foremost ghoul—-which was Peter *fFve come to '’ talk about DoHy 
Wright—peered; into the . room; and Mimro,” Peter said, slowly, “ I ’ve come 
stepped through the window.'His. com-1 to make sure that she’wants to marry 
panion—who was Alf Bumby-’—clUtched you/ I’d, have waited. ' But my time's 
a glass-stoppered bottle and a wad of I short. Sorry to disturb you in business 
cotton-wool in the pocket of his cloak, hours. But you’ve got to send for Miss 
and followed.  ̂ . Munro, now, and when I’ve locked the
The, room was lighted by' a single joor I ’m going to make sure which 
small) electric bulb. There were some one of uS she really wants and she 
small pieces of .: furniture, and ■ a huge I shall have which one she chooses- 
fourrposter bed that stood like/a maur ‘̂Stop!’’ A u^stus Goosetree ran his 
soleum in the centre of the chamber, I tongue along  ̂his dry lips—-“Miss Mun- 
with ;alL the curtains, drawn. A little, L-o' is no longer here.” 
sharp, whimpering’' snore came from Peter stepped back, 
behind the curtains. “Not here!” he repeated.
“That’s Japhet!” whispered Alf Goosetree ran his finger round his 
Bumby, quivering. “He would snore. I high collar, as though he. found it top 
like that. He’ll snuffle up this ether as tight for. comfort, 
though it was a flower that blooms in “She left three weeks ago,” he said,
the Spring, tra-la-:----- ** choking a little at the look that was
Bumby broke off with a short gasp, creeping into Peter’s eyes. "T he staff 
Peter’s hand had grippfed his arm like had to be reduced, and—and—she was 
a steer trap. Iso. clever that we—the directors
Look!” Peter Wright whispered. thought she wouW easily get another 
Something crouched beside the hang- situation. I  am sure she has done so 
ing curtains—the crooked, tense form by this time.” 
of a man with arm uplifted. The light “She was engaged to be married to 
caught the long blade that glinted in you,”'P e te r said, tonelessly, waiting, 
his hand. It was poised, motionless, Goosetree blinked, 
as though making sure of its deadly] —broke it off,” he said, with
stroke. '
' Alf Bumby’s teeth chattered sudden­
ly. Peter heard the click, and then, 
with a shout, sprang.
a wild smile at the looming Peter. “We 
found we were not suited to each other. 
I am afraid she was not ambitious en­
ough for me. She would never—never
He landed clean upon the crouching my worldly prospects, and
back, his hand outstretched to whip a-j ^hen I was promoted I met another 
way the upraised knife. With a lo^d, y^ung. lady who owned considerable 
solid crash, they sprawled upon the property and could help me»in my car- 
floor together, he and the stuffed fig-I ger—oh, don’t, Mr. Wright!” 
lire of wood and wax which^had stood The truth had bubbled from the
by the bedside of old Japhet l̂ *'3t>hle, I Q^^gg ĵ-gg jp gpĵ g of himself,
the Golden Gambler. . . .  Under the spell of Peter’s terrible eyes
Peter picked himself up slowly. « e  Lg ,,^^ talked as a fascinated bird 
kicked the severed head of smiling wax gjjjj.pg before the python devours him. 
on one side, and trampled the scraggy | -^jjgp he, ended, his scraggy throat ivSs 
body. The curtains of the bed j imprisoned in Peter’s large and
eagerly.
“She’s—gone!” he said.' “Wc’vc got; 
to find licrl Three and a half days!"
“ There’s blood on ‘ your hands I ’’ 
gasped Alf Bumby.
Peter smiled at the blue sky that waŝ
not all a dream.
; “There's a hundred odd quid left 
yet,” Peter said gravely. “Must 
squander it, or I shall spend my' honcy-i 
moon in quod.”
He entered the bright doorway, aiidj
breaking overhead. He wiped his rcd«J emerged presently with a morocco, 
inked hands on the blue-wolf driving-'I ease. He took forth a diamond-set 
rug. I bracelet and clasped it on Jenny Rcd-i
“It’s Goosctrcc's,” he answeredJ fern’s wrist. ’
“Bless h im r ^ "Bridesgroom td bridesmaid/’ he
For two days and nights, Peter I said, leaning back contentedly.^ Fee 
Wright and his secretary prowled the the commissionaire, Alf.; I’m skinncfl!”* 
city streets. “Nearly twelve o’clock,” Alf Bumby
They had found tlic little country said. ■■ 
cottage, where Dolly Munro had lived smiled sheepishly at Peter, and
with her parents, empty and deserted, gave a sideways glance at Jcnily Red- 
Every clue to the girl’s whcrcahbuts I fern. Something in Peter’s eyes mad^ 
had vanished. So the amateur million- the lively secretary blush furiously and 
airc—after obtaining a special licence I defiantly. , The downfall’ of Alf Bumr 
for the marriage of Peter 'Wright, j by’s heart had _ happened in an oyerr
bachelor, arid Dorothy,Munro, spinster whelming crash. He was head
—had set himself to beating the grey j hccls in love with Jenny Rcdfcrn, as 
coverts of the big. city—in vain. I the fitness of things decreed.
“Only one morto day, Pctcl” * Alf A big yellow chr swung sidc-by-sidc 
Bumby said, despondently. wjth theirs into the side strt^^
It was late. 'The electric arcs spirit-1 held the Registry Office. I t contained 
tered over an almost deserted street. Jtvvo smiling and chuckling old gcntlc-
Thc thought that the girl he sought ^ n  with large flowers in their buttô ^̂ ^̂
was somewhere in that vast and soul-1 riolcs, and shining silk hats on t i e r  
less den of life, alone, made PeterIhcads. i
clench his teeth helplessly. I “Old Drabblcl” gasped Alf y*
“Hullo!” Alf Bumby said. “And the other eovc—Giles Winter-
At the shadow corner of a street, ajspringl” 
girl stood shrinking against the wall. A I jfaphet Drabble sprang down to the 
young man, ■with his opera-hat tilted on I pavement. In his hand was a cheque, 
his head and his hands in his pocket | <*K[ext month’s money, Peter," he 
leaned very near to her. There camelgj^j^j suavely. “*With the compHnients 
the sound of a stinging slap. of two eccentric old fools. A gift from
“You pretty little vixen!” the for the privilege of being 1
laughed, catching the , girl’s arm. “I L  guest at the marriage of happy youth.;
love, you all the more for that!”
Peter;snatched him by the coat col­
lar and jerked him backwards. The 
ensuing.,struggle was brief, for wine,
I There is only one condition attached.’' 
Peter, with Dolly on his arm stared. 
“ That is,” said Japhet , Drabble, 
“that you do not spend a single half-J
the mocker; had mocked the young yo„ need to. Lead ]
man so that he could barely stan'd. l young people. The .registrarj
Muddy and hatless, Lothario went on I 
iis erratic way. i
“You gfot" in a good straight left,’.’ 
Peter said. ^
The g[irl laughed. She was small and 
trimly-made, •with a pale, .oval face, 
and calm, dark-blue eyes.
“Serves me right,” she said, “for | 
)cing out so late. I t’s not respectable, 
is it? And I ’ve been to a Night Qub, 
too! They wanted a book-keeper to] 
ook" after their wine accounts. I be- 
ieve it was genuine. But the manager 
wasn’t. He had a big walrus mous­
tache and wanted to kiss me. So I 
vamoosed. Are men all alike ? ”
The grirl flashed the last word bitter-1 
y, lifting her bobbed and tam o* shan-j 
Kter-clad head.
*A lot of ’em,” Peter answered. “Not 
all.”
He looked down at the brave and 
neat little figure, thinking of Dolly. 
She, too, would be fighting the beast] 
that lay hidden in the lairs of the city, 
>ehind the smiling eyes of men, out of ] 
work and poor and alone, like this girl.
“I wish you’d take this,” Peter said] 
gently. “ We’re out of the Ara'bian 
: I'lights, you know.”
He took out .two ten pound notes. 
"No fear!” the girl said simply. 
Thanks. Not for Jenny Redfern. If] 
you can find me a job, cleaning the] 
gold ornaments in ybrir palace, Mr, 
Arabian Night, or vvas'hing up the dia- | 
monds, I’ll take it. But—— ”
She stopped with a quick gasp. 
“You’re the millionaire boy!” she| 
whispered.
Peter’s heart jumped. He nodded 
dumbly.
'Oh, glory!” said Jenny Redfern. 
There’s somebody crying for you all 
day and talking about >you all night! 
Take my little hand and come with me. 
please, both of you Caliphs of Bag­
dad!”
She caught Peter Wright arid his 
secretary and began to move impetu­
ously down the side street. Upon both 
; Peter and Alf Bumby a drimbness fell, 
and the ill-lit streets seemed to whirl 
past the eyes of the Amateur Million-1 
aire until they reached a block of dingy 
and unlighted dweiling-houses.
'Upstairs!” whispered Jenny Red-1 
fern. “ It doesn’t matter about the old 
andlady. She’s chucking us out to-j
Sentiment 
is Strong
An enquirer has called upon 
some thirty houses Just t o ' find 
out if women really do; prefer 
Made-in-British Columbia pro­
ducts. She has, in her thirty calls, 
found only two homes, where wo­
men said it made no difference 
where their purchases were made.
Some very good recipes to 
use for Pacific Milk were giv­
en her. We are testing them 
and will print the best in a 
day or two.
Pacific Milk Go., Limited
Head Office: Vancoum, B.C. 
Factories at Ladner and Abbotsford, B.C
THE KELOWNA
Poultry Association
LIM ITED
ELLIS ST. Phone 354
FLOUR and FEED STORE
We cannot boast of an extensive 
or . expensive establishment. We 
spend nothing on display but we 
flatter oiizrielves that every time a 
farmer is seen loading his wagon 
at the *‘I*oultry,” or our delivery is 
taking out town orders, somebody 
is getting good value for their 
money.
Give us a trial—at any rate try 
our FLOUR- You will probably 
find it a saving in price' and a gain­
ing in quality.'' .
We close at 6 o’clock bn Saturday 
nights during the month of Feb.
morrow!”
“Masks!” jerked Alf Bumby, “with 
-slits for eyes. We’̂ e a British branch 
.-of those merry devils, the Klu Klux 
Klan, who capture bad millionaires and i 
feed ’em on porridge and dry bread for 
the good oL their souls for a week. 
':Scc?" ' ■ . '
Peter Wright gave a reckless laugh.
“So be it I” he said, rising to his feet. 
“To-morrow at midnight, then----- .
parted, and the head and shoulders of 
Japhet' Drabble, clad in nightcap and 
Wrapped in a woolly shawl looked 
forth.
“Thank you, gentlemen, for saving 
my life!” he said, gravely.
sinewy hands.
“Where is she?” Peter snarled. He 
wanted to whoop aloud. As Augustus 
Goosetree shook his head feebly, the 
amateur millionaire took up a large 
.bottle of blue-black ink and poured its 
He flung back tlib curtains and s;^ on j upon the cringing, straw-col­
oured head. Then, with complete dis- 
passion, he opened another vessel of 
scarlet writing fluid, and p'ainted Aug­
ustus Goosctrcc’s features with fiery 
whiskers and blood-cOloured markings. 
Last of all, he opened the door and
the side of the mountainous bed. Sud 
denly his hard, rosy face broke into a 
loud laugh.
“Checkmate, Peter!” he chuckled.
He stopped abruptly. With a sud^ ’ ‘Checkmate!” ' 
den motion he dived beneath the table. Wright took off his mask. He
A shrill human yelp sounded and, ad -, .p^ie and silent, his eyes gleam-j thrust him forth into the clerks’ outer 
'hcring closely by the car to Peter’s j^g coldly. There was no fear in the] office to stagger blindly past rows of
, . ■ ’r'-rsf
she knocked gently at a door. Peter 
Wright found himself standing stupidly 
in a shabby, ill-lighted room. But he 
nothing except the girl who siyay-| 
ed slightly in the middle of the floor.
“Peter!” Dolly Munro said, slowly] 
and unbelievingly.
The Amateur Millionaire went for-j 
ward bjindly, with his arms outstrech- 
cd. *
Jenny Redfern turned her laughing] 
and glistening: eyes to Alf Bumby.
“I think we had better go out‘on to 
the stairhead,” she said, demurely. 
“I’ve got a candle left.”
The big limousine slid to the kerb 
before Selvedge’s Great Stores. 
“ Oo-erl” Jenny Redfern said, cuddl-j 
ing delightedly into the cushions, and 
thrilling Mr. Alf Bumby from head to 
foot as a tendril of her hair brushed I 
his face. “More clothes 1 They’fl tell 
us at the Registry Office that the cath- ] 
cdral is round the corncrl”
“I’ve got all I want, Peter dear.’ 
Dolly Munro said, closing her eyes., 
She was still pale from the illness, 
through which Jenny Redfern had nur-1
Veterans* Associations* - 
Bovrii Poster Competition 
closes definitely
m a r c h  3 1 s t
Each donation of $1.20 
entitles to ticket-folder 
containing 16 color-, 
posters, giving an op­
portunity of winning 
1st prize, about
$ 5 5 , 5 5 5 . 0 0
or others of the 2,003 
prizes,' combined value, 
£30,000, about $138,888.
Send Donation of $1 JO 
and play the game.
Addreu donations to u y  of the following 
organizations er their branches :
Veterans' Association of Great Britain, 272$ 
Park Ave., Mon treat
Great War Veterane' Aeeodatloa, CItisen 
BnDdlaa, Ottawa.
Army and Nary Veterans In Canada, 121 
Bishop Street, Mon treat 
Imperial Veterans la Canada, 7M Msdn 
Straet, Winnipeg.
Tuberculoua Veterans* Asaoclatlan, Raoas 47, 
Citizen BoIIdlny, Ottawa. 1-24
HIGH-CLASS SOCIETY PRINT­
ING AT T H E  COURIER PRESS
Kelowna, B .C  ’Phono 202 P. O. Bo» 551
GROWERS OF FRUIT AND SHADE TREES. ROSES, BTC.
Apples
McIntosh Red 
Delicious 
Romo Beauty 
Yellow Newtown 
Northern Spy , 
Staynuin winepap 
Winter Banana 
Winesap 
IVcalthy 
Duchess 
Jonathan 
Wagoner 
Grimes Golden 
Snow
Yellow Astrachan 
Red Astracluul 
Gravcnstcin 
Livciaiid Raspberry 
Cox’s Pippin
Crabs
Hyslop
Transcendent
Apricots
Moorpark
Royal
Blenheim
Tilton
Pears
Beurre d’Anjou 
Winter Nclis 
Bartlett
Flemish Beauty  ̂
Clairgeau 
Cherries' 
Bing * 
English Morcllo 
Lambert;
Royal Aiiiio 
Prunes 
Italian ■• 
Tragedy 
Plums 
Green Gage 
Bradshaw 
Black Diamond 
Grand Duke
The above selected Nursery Stock, guaranteed true to name, is 
All in excellent condition and ono year old on
stocic i
offered for sole. . i' 
three-yegr FVerich rootS. Inspection invited, 
for'Spring planting. Prices on application.
Place your orders now 
2i-2c—2S-2c'
&
P u r i t y  F i r s t
^pHROUGH every process in the 
brewing  ̂of “Cascade” runs the 
predominating thought of “purity” 
—it jealously guards its right to be 
classed as a “pure tonic beverage.” 
Think of that when buying been— 
then ypull INSIST on ‘fCascade.”
fJUKOnER BIEWERIES *M eitn
LIMITED
.. '"rJl'’..r- JSMieouyt̂
This advertisement 
displayed by the Liquor Control Board or 
by the Government of British Columbia.
4 V's'
< St. .J.* ■"V U
< >
>i ' • . 'A  .‘. . i . ' /. ........‘ -J' ‘
' ''•* ' J  J
JA C K  PICKFORD
Starring in “Garrison’s Finish,” at the Empress Theatre, 
Friday and Saturday, February 18th and 19th.
^ e v t
I— 1
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' f , , '
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)
m
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Demand Nabob Tea
SPORT rmis
-9-1  ̂
(By W. J. B.) 
BASKETBALL
Penticton In  Lpod For Okanagan Baa> 
kotball Honours And Wright 
Cup*^Kclowna Loses Girls'
And Senior "A” Fixtures
; : iMPORTeo,oi.ewpcoA PAcncofH gfl&l̂ LY POFCtASS CO.LTP VA NCOU ygHjwj«^n^^
' The pungency and strength* of INDIAN TEA, 
blended with the richness and smoothness of PEYLON  
TEA give NABOB that peculiar flavor, aroma and golden 
liquoring quality which makes NABOB a favorite among 
particular t6a-drinkcrs.
NABOB TEA, “The Golden Brew,' 
per (iound .... ..................... -.......... . 80c
N A B O B  c o r r E E
The fact th a t  NABOB COFFEE is vacuum packed 
and cut by steel teeth instead of being ground or pulverized 
and that the packing process takes place while the Coffee 
ii3 freshly roasted and freshly cut means that every particle 
of flavor, strength and aron^a is conserved for you until 
the time you open the hermetically sealed containers.
NABOB COFFEE, “The Perfect Break-
fast Drink,” per pound ....  ....  I  ^  V
Wlicn our three local lioop tcainsi 
;accomi)anicd by some thirty rootcra, 
invaded Penticton last Thursday, they 
inct with a^uri>risc and very determin­
ed opposition. Handicapped in the ear­
ly part of the season by the lack of a 
proper basketball hall, the Penticton 
cage teams 'nevertheless uncorked a 
brand of play which had the confident 
visitors guessing, who iii turn were 
puzzled by the lowness of the ceiling 
of a building which as an athletic hall 
would have served the purpose ô  £tn 
indoor bowling alley league, if inore 
illumination could be found to radiate 
on a floor that was, however, the chief 
asset of the barn. Penticton fans turr 
ned out in great force, some 350 peo­
ple witnessing the three fastest and 
closest, battles ever staged on Pentic­
ton < boards.,
Shortly before the games commen­
ced, it was decided that Penticton 
would play return games bere this 
month, probably on Feb. 21st, and that 
two . games constitute the Senior “A" 
championship of the Okanagan ahd the 
Wright Gup, total number of points to 
count and also the right to meet the 
winners , of the Kamloops-Reyelstoke 
series for the Interior championship, 
in the early part of March. The play 
that followed was very close and all 
games were real arguments from start 
to finish, with the Senior “A” fixture 
the real arid rowdy battle of the even­
ing.
The McKenziiB Co., ltd .
PHONE 214
,1' .... ................
H av e  Y ou Ever 
Considered---
that by purchasing your Fertilizers, 
Sprays and Seed from us you nbt 
only save money on the purchase 
price but you also make more on the 
returns?
BOOK your requirements NOW  for Spring
delivery.
POULTRY SUPPLIES
Hay $20.00 per ton. New Straw 80c per bale. 
QUAKER FLOUR and CEREALS
OCCIDENTAL FRUIT COaTD.
FREE CITY DELIVERY
* KELOWNA, B.C.
PHONE 67-Ll
iqpHa
CHURCH NOTICES
UNITED CHURCH. 11 a.m., “The 
First Missionary^ Journey.” 7.30 p.m., 
Reformation Series, “Martin Luther.” 
2.30 p.m.; Sunday ‘School. Wednesday, 
mid-week devotional meeting.
BAPTIST CHURCH. Services on
Feb. 17th. Morning, Sunday School, 
10.45; Public Worship, 11;30; subject
“A Light Shining in the Darkness.” 
Evening, preaching service, 7.30; sub­
ject “Seeing the Kingdom.”
Tuesday evening, 7.45. Young Peo­
ple’s Meeting. Thursday evening, 7.30, 
W'cckly prayer meeting.
G et T h is---
Any mechanic almost can take a 
bic3rcle apart and put it together 
again, but that does not make him 
a bicycle repair man.,
Years of Experience in 
Bicsrcle Repairs 
are behind every job turned out of 
our Repair Shop. NOW is the 
time for you to have your repairs 
done.
ST. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELS. 
Feb. 17th, Septuagesima Sunday. 8 
a.m.. Holy Communion. 10 a.m..
Scouts’ Own Bible Class. 11, Matins 
and sermon. 2.30 p.m,, Sunday School. 
7.30, Evensong and sermon.
EAST K ^ O W N A  (Anglican). 
Feb. 17tli, 2.30 p.m., Childrens’ Service; 
7.30 p.m.. Evensong and Sermon.
RUTLAND (Anglican). No services 
on Sunday. Sunday School at 2.30 in 
Presbyterian Church.
TIRES FITTED to Baby 
Cabs while you wait.
Bicycles Accessories
SPALDING SPORT GOODS
"O.K.” CYCLE & SPORT STORE
Ted Buse, Prop.
Phone 347 Pendozi St.
THE PENTECOSTAL CHURCH. 
St. Paul St. Sunday services. 3 p.m., 
devotional. 7.30'p.m., missionary, sub­
ject “The call of the Congo.” The 
farewell service of ' Evangelist Alva 
Walker, who leaves for Central Afri­
ca. “This gospel must be preached in 
all the world for a witness unto all 
nations; and then shall the end come.” 
Matt. 24-14.
Penticton Girls Win On piose Count 
The first half of this encounter was 
very even, and the teams left the floor 
with the score standing 5 to 4 for 
Penticton. Edythe Mitchell, who- play­
ed effectively: throughout, grabbed two 
baskets and Elsie Meldrum converted 
a free throw. Mary Bume scored for 
Kelowna on a snappy pass from Anne 
McClymont arid Jean and Anne both 
registered • frere throws. Msify splendid 
chances to score were missed by both 
teams in this half and Penticton was 
the chief oflEender.
Norma Lestud, the clever forward .of 
the home team, opened this stanza with 
a free throw and Edythe Mitchell re­
gistered again on a pass from T. Na­
gle.. Norma converts again with the 
prettiest shot of the gariae and repeats 
a moment later. Jean Kincaid scores 
twice and Anne McClymorit follows 
with a neat basket. Beatty Campbell 
makes a free chance look easy arid 
Anne scores again. Elsie Meldrum 
takes another free point.
Kelowna’s combination was slow and 
at times their defence was open and 
the forwards were finding it difficult 
to fill the hoop. Penticton, on the 
other hand, played a real snappy game, 
passing the'ball quickly and their de­
fence was a stone wall. Miss Nagle 
was the star defender at all stages. The 
final score was 15 to 13 in favour of 
Penticton. Summary' follows 
PENTICTON: Norma Lestud,S; E- 
dythe Mitchell, 6; Elsie Meldrum, 4; 
T. Nagle; Billy Beattie; France? Gib­
son and Diana Crystal.
Gertie Parrot, star sharp shooter of 
the home team, was absent from the 
line-up, through a sprained ankle.
KELOWNA: Jean Kincaid. 5; An­
ne McClymont, 5; Mary Burne, 2; 
Beatty Campbell, 1; Marjorie Moffatt, 
Ethel Burne, Delia Perry and Winnie 
Day.
Kelowna Senior “B” Team Are Victors
In this argument, the snappy com­
bination game of the visitors gave thern 
a margin. Kelowna got away to a 
good start and had six points on the 
score sheet before the southern boys 
had broken the duck egg, and from 
the first basket they led all the way. 
Geo. Hilton and. Taylor Beatty were 
.top scorers with, six points each. Sedt- 
ty Cummings made his debut and flip­
ped a neat basket while on the floor! 
Dick Cope and Earle Wilson also grab­
bed baskets, Dick Parkinson played 
a consistent and heady game, while A. 
Smith, turned in his best performance 
of the season. Burtch "was very active 
and conspicuous for the losers, and se­
veral of the High School boys show 
promise. The final count was IS to 11. 
The summary follows:— 
PENTICTON: C. Burtch, 2; Tay­
lor Beatty, 6; Friink Reese; Dave 
Craig, 1; Hull, 1. Subs.: Scotty Wat­
son, 1; Lambly; Fcrgie Gkrin; Bill 
May; Parmley and Crystal.
KELOWNA: Roddy Watt; Geo. 
Hilton, 6; Dick Parkinson, 2; Earle 
Wilson, 2; Cope, 2; A. Smith, 1; Cum­
mings, 2.
Senior “A” Teams Well Matched
The feature match of the evening 
>rouglit together two tca;ms which 
proved so even a niatch tliat the re­
sult of . their future clashes will only be
decided after a cloac fight. Kelowna’s 
two rangy payers, Barton and Jack 
Parklnoon, hod to keep their heads 
low to avoid being checked by the low 
rafters. Two old hoop artists in Fcr- 
gic Glenn and Brown were mainly re­
sponsible for tile homo team’s triumph. 
These twp players, though lacking re­
cent practice, more than made up the 
handicap by their floor tactics and 
they managed to get by with some 
checking that might have been called 
td the advantage of their opponents. 
However, the game was a whirlwind 
from start to finish, and the better 
team took a .three point lead in tlic 
first of the home and home garner for 
the Valley championship and tlio
Wright trophy. ;
The first half started off with a bang, 
Brown missed a shot after a hard try, 
DoUg. Kerr snapped in a twister arid 
BroWn shot again with success. DOug. 
scores again and throws two free bas­
kets with case, and after another 
scramble flips another counter from 
’ncath the hoop. Steeves steals the ball 
;^nd registers but misses another chapCc 
a moment later. McLeod intercepts.a 
hot pass and converts and later re­
peats on a pass from Roby. Barton 
has some hard luck in shooting and 
later blows a free throw'. Steeves 
scores on a heat pass frOm Brown. 
Ryall converts from Glenn, Brown 
and Forman miss free chances but 
Glenn comes through after a try. Ro- 
by^cores from away out'as the whis­
tle blows amid much excitement.
In the last stanza the conduct of the 
crowd was absolutely against the rules 
of basketball; too much rooting being 
done while the players were endea­
vouring to make free throws. Jack 
Parkinson opened the play with a bas­
ket and Doug.'  ̂ registered a , foul shot. 
Barton again misses the odd attempt. 
Forman makes one of two. Barton 
whiffs) two more chances, handicapped 
by the persistent noise of the crowd. 
Brown scores' and McLeod triakes two 
free throws. Glerin fails on foul 
throws. The personal fouls were com­
ing right and left at this stage. Doug. 
Kerr did not seem to wish the Pen­
ticton offenders to get away with it 
all and came under the bad graces o: 
the “ref.” for three personal fouls. El 
lis, who officiated as timekeeper in the 
first half, for some reason pushed him­
self forward as a second judge of play 
and in a mix-up called Doug, on what 
seemed an accidental trip for his fourth 
foul, which sent our effective forwaw 
to the showers for the rest of the 
struggle. Steeves made a count on the 
decisiori. Ryall again converts anc 
Glenn snaps a lucky basket. Brown 
makes a free throw and Glenn converts 
and later registers a free chance. The 
play lagged as time was declared^ as 
the players were beginning to feel the 
effects of the terrific pace. The fina 
score was: Penticton, 22; Kelowna, 19.
It was a happy crowd of fans that 
met the winners as they left the floor 
Summary follows:—
PENTICTON: Brown, 7; Steeves 
6; Ryall ,4; Forman, 1; Glenn, 4; Lun­
dy. Subs.: O’Connell and Craig.
KELOWNA: Kerr, 9; McLeod, 6; 
Roby, 2; Jack Parkinson, 2; Barton 
(Sub.), Dick Parkinson and Earle 
Wilson
Howie Daniels, of SummCrland, re­
fereed all three games to the entire 
satisfaction of bbth ‘players and fans,
Knotty Problems Of Basketball
Ques.—̂A team has used its three 
time-out periods. Can this team call 
time-out for substitutions without be­
ing penalized ? Ans,—Yes, because
time-out for substitutions is not char­
ged, provided not more , than 30 sec 
onds are used for each substitution. 
The referee orders time to be taken 
out, this being what is sometimes cal­
led an “official’s” time-out (Rule 1, 
Secs. 1 and' 2)'.
Ques.TT-May a team use its three 
time-out periods for any purpose ex 
cept injuries ? Ans.—Yes. It is not 
qecessary to give a reason for reques­
ting time-out. Teams often use a tirnc- 
out period fof the purpose of resting, 
which is entirely legal.
Ques.—A player dribbles down the 
court, throws for goal while in the 
court, but his momentum carries him 
out of bounds. Is this legal ? Ans.— 
Yes.
Ques.—If two players are trying to 
get the ball and a third player charges 
in yaking  personal contact with his 
own team matd, has a foul bc9n com­
mitted ? Ans.—No. ”
Ques.—A player completes a dribble 
or bounce play. He stops but, instead 
of passing or shooting, he touches a 
nearby team mate or opponent with 
the ball, then 'starts another dribble. 
Is this legal ? Ans.—No, because the 
ball was still in his possession when it 
touched another player. Therefore he 
has made a “double dribble.”
Well Instructed
The Judges—“Now arc you sure you 
understand, the nature of an oath?” 
The Youth (scared stiff)—“sWcI 
Ain’t I ycr caddy down at the links?” 
—Melbourne Punch.
WINFIELD
The weather is quite springlike and 
the snoW is fast disappearing. Butter­
cups have been gathered ui the dis­
trict and the robins and blue jays arc 
arriving daily, so it la quite evident
that winter has turned Us back.
« * *  ̂ '
p ay  th e  
Fire Insurance
$1 ,000 00
The pruning deinonstration by Mr.! 
Ben Hoy was carried out according to 
schedule, anil a large number of fruit 
growers attended.
Premium on 
on the aver- 
oge house and contents in Kel­
owna FOR THREE YEARS. 
This iŝ  only one-third of one 
per cent per year. It is surely 
worth while to be on the safe 
side at these rates.
INSURE NOW W ITH
Mr. Fred Coe, returned last Thurs­
day from 'Vancouver, where, he has 
been for the past few months. Wc are 
glad to see him looking so w;cll.
' ' ■ Id * * ’ '
The regular meeting of the VVot 
men’s Institute - was held on Thurs- 
dlay, Feb. 7th, and considerable rou­
tine business transacted.
Standing committees 'were named by 
the President, Mrs. Claggett, as fol­
lows: School'Coiriinittce, Mrs. Phil­
lips and Mrs. May; Sick and Visiting 
Committee, Mrs. Petrie and Mrs. 
Prior; Social and Entertainment Com­
mittee, Mrs. Prior, Airs. Goss, Mrs. 
Petrie and Mrs. Phillips. The latter 
were instructed to arrange a whist 
drive and Leap Year dance, to be 
held on Fridrijr, Feb. 29tlf, the pro­
ceeds of jvhich will go to the Hall 
furid.
Final arrangements were made for 
the erection of the flag pole on the 
school grounds. A letter was read 
from the secretary of the Kelowna 
W. I., asking for our support and co­
opera tiori in starting a public market 
in Kelowna. This was heartily endors­
ed, and it was earnestly hoped that all 
the other district Institutes will favour 
its establishment and help to make it 
a success. ' ,
The secretary read a number of ex­
tracts tellirig qf the excellent work 
accomplished by the various B. C. In­
stitutes, and the serving of tea closed 
a very pleasant afternoon.
E . W. WilMnsoo & Co.
Eotablished 1893
Comer Bernard Ave. and Water St. 
Phone 254
W o have some excellent buys 
in both' City and Farm property
MAN WANTS
B U T L in L E BP
HERE BELOW-
m
m
m
e x c e p t  w h e n  i t  c o m e s  t o
m
jng was held, when the previous Board 
of Managers was rc-clcctcd, arid 
Messrs. V., R. McDonagh, George Ed­
munds and E. Shanks added to their 
number. Reports were heard from the 
Ladies Aid arid Sunday School, and the 
pastor took occasion to urge the’for­
mation of a choir.
t t i e  m a t t e r  o f  e a t in g ’, 
a n d  t h e n  h e  w a n t s  p le n -  
t y  o f  i t  a n d  o f  t h e  v e ry  
b e s t  q u a l i t y  to o .
The play, “Aunt Susan’s Visit,” put 
on by the Ladies. Aid of the United 
Church on Friday evening, was very 
successful and a nice sum was realized. 
Those who did riot see this excellent 
performance will have another oppor- 
turiityj as it will be repeated at Rut­
land on Friday, Feb. 22nd.
The service of the United Church 
on Sunday last was well attended and 
an excellent sermon was preached by 
the Rev. Mr. Galbraith. After the ser­
vice, the annual congregational meet-
Various matters of church routine 
were .discussed, and wc learned with 
regret that Mr. Galbraith will not be 
with us much longer, circumstamjes 
having arisen which preclude his car­
rying on the work in which he has 
been so successful. Wc greatly ap­
preciate the faithful performance of 
"his duties under v^ry trying circum­
stances, for it certainly has been most 
difficult fo make the rounds of such 
a scattered , parish with the roads in 
such poor shape after the unusually 
heavy snowfall of the last few weeks.
O u r  g ro c e r ie s  fill t h o  
bill; in  e v e ry  p a r t i c u l a r —- 
th e y  a r e  a lw a y s  fre sh y  
p u r e  a n d  w h o le so m e , 
a n d  o u r  p r ic e s  a r e  r i g h t ,  up
I m  
m
The free dance which is being put 
on by the boys of the Winfield district 
is attracting considerable interest, and 
we hope that all the “live wires” from 
surrounding districts will come and 
help us to have a good time. These 
dances are intended to introdufce us 
to one another , and • to link up the 
various districts in the pleasantest 
possible manner.
Holmes \  
Gordon,Ltd.:
Family Grocers PlionedO»
Quality up. to a standard 
—not down to a price.
Free State Patrol—“Have yC; yer 
permit bri ye for dhriven the cyar?” 
Motorist—“I have that. Are ye 
wantin’ to see ut?”
Free State Patrol—“What for would 
I be wantin' to see ut if ye have ut? 
It's if ye had ut not that I ’d want to 
look at ut.”—Punch.
KELOWNA FRUIT AND.
VEGETABLE SHIFHCBNTB-
For The Week Ending Feb. 9tl  ̂ 1924
1924 1923 ■
Fruit .................................... H 11
Mixed Fruit and Vegetables .1 0
Vegetables ' 4, .' 2
16 13
FO R  M EN  A N D  Y O U N G  M EN
“G. & G. Gaps”
Thfe Aristocracy of all 
Cap Headwear
There seems no limit to the styles*of 
our spring range of caps. Here are a 
few of them: Carson, Spur, Berwick, 
Golfer, Sport, Belton, Gonrad, Minto, 
Royal, Conway, Bonar and others.
We are offering a very wide variety of patterns 
and cloths, snitable for all occasions and guaran­
teed to give absolute satisfaction.
CLOTHS, VELOURS, DONEGALS, MIXTURES AND  
TW EEDS. FOUR PIECE. ONE PIECE AND  
EIGHT PIECE TOPS.
See Our Furnishing Window
THOM AS
PHONE 215 KELO W N A ,. B. C.
J’*
m
m m i m I m M i i ml im m m i m m m
,.q.'
m
m
